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Abstract
The ATLAS Experiment is one of the four large detectors located at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. In summer 2008, AT-
LAS is expected to start collecting data from proton-proton collisions at  
centre-of-mass energy. In the centre of the detector, the reconstruction of charged
particle tracks is performed by silicon and drift tube based sub-detectors. In order
to achieve the ATLAS physics goals the resolutions of the measured track param-
eters should not be degraded by more than 20% due to misalignment. Thus, the
relative positions of the silicon detector elements have to be known to an accuracy
of about 10 micrometers in the coordinate with the best measurement precision.
This requirement can be achieved by track based alignment algorithms combined
with measurements from hardware based alignment techniques. A robust track
based alignment method based on track residual and overlap residual optimisation
has been developed and implemented into the ATLAS ofine software framework.
The alignment algorithm has been used to align a test beam setup and also part
of the nal ATLAS detector using cosmic ray muons. Several simulation studies
showed that the algorithm will be able to align the full detector with collision data.
In addition to detector misalignments, limitations in the knowledge of the proton
structure are going to affect physics discoveries at the LHC. Therefore, parton dis-
tribution uncertainties in high-mass Drell-Yan processes have been determined.
This study includes the analysis of the forward-backward asymmetry. It has been
performed on the level of next-to-leading order in both, Monte Carlo simulation
using k-factors and parton distribution functions. This analysis is crucial for new
physics searches with the ATLAS detector.
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1. INTRODUCTION
What are the most fundamental principles of nature? It is one of mankind’s central
questions and acts as a driving force for scientic research. The interplay between
theory and experiment is crucial for the development of knowledge. Experiments
unveil the behaviour of nature in certain conditions whereas theories attempt to
summarise the discoveries in basic models. It is assumed that the underlying na-
ture of the universe does not change. Therefore, all research performed by past,
present and future generations of scientists is constantly leading to a greater un-
derstanding about the laws of nature. Particle physics research analyses the in-
teractions of the smallest constituents of matter. It started 110 years ago with the
discovery of the electron by J.J. Thomson and is now performed in large interna-
tional collaborations continuously having a signicant inuence on society.
1.1 Theories in Particle Physics
Over the last 100 years, particle physicists created a relatively universal descrip-
tion of sub-atomic matter. However, there are large differences in the predictions
about future developments in that eld. Depending on the outcome of the experi-
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ments performed at the Large Hadron Collider staring in 2008, it is even possible
that the standard description of nature’s smallest constituents may have to be re-
viewed completely.
1.1.1 Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) [12, 13, 14] is currently the most widely accepted
model describing electroweak and strong interactions. In the last three decades
almost all experimental tests of the forces described by the SM have agreed with
its predictions. The ability of the SM to successfully predict physical phenomena
was rst seen with the discovery of neutral weak interactions in 1973 [15]. The
production of the intermediate electroweak vector bosons, )+* and , # , in proton-
antiproton collisions at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
in 1983 further increased the general condence in that model as these particles
fullled the expected properties. The gluon mediating the strong force was pre-
dicted by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), a gauge theory which forms part of
the SM, also before its discovery in 1979 at the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron
(DESY) [16, 17]. The electroweak parameters and quantitative predictions from
pertubative QCD were nally tested with high precision at the Large Electron
Positron Collider (LEP) and the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). These accurate
measurements with electron-positron collisions at the , # resonance showed no
evidence for deviations from the SM. Also the W boson and top quark mass mea-
surements performed in proton-antiproton collisions at the Tevatron are consistent
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with the SM.
All particles are described by Quantum Field Theories (QFT). The most funda-
mental principles of nature are explained through particles and their interactions
whereas these interactions are also treated as due to exchange of virtual parti-
cles. A quantum eld is a complex n-dimensional function -/.1032 representing one
or more particles where 4 -/.1032465 is the probability of nding that particle at the
space-time point 0 . Since only 4 -.7032465 is measurable, the phase of -.7032 is a free
parameter. It is natural to assume that at any point in the universe the phase of
-.7032 may be assigned arbitrarily without affecting the physical state of the parti-
cle. Thus, all measurables should be invariant under the following transformation:
-/.10328 9:<;>=@?BAC-.7032D (1.1)
This is the basis of all gauge theories like the SM and any of its extensions.
The direct consequence of this is that only bosons can be responsible for inter-






2ON symmetry which is spontaneously broken via the Higgs mech-
anism and which leads to the existence of four electroweak bosons, )+* , , # and
 . Strong interactions which are mediated by eight gluons arise from a local
EGF
.ﬀP2 symmetry. Matter elds representing quarks and leptons are organised
into families, with left-handed1 and right-handed2 fermions transforming as weak
1 Spin is anti-parallel to momentum in the limit of massless particles.
2 Spin is parallel to momentum in the limit of massless particles.
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isodoublets and weak isosinglets, respectively. Only the left-handed components
of particles and right-handed components of antiparticles participate in weak in-
teractions in the SM which is known as parity violation. Masses of particles are
introduced by their coupling to a scalar eld, the Higgs boson. However, despite
intensive searches at LEP and the Tevatron, the Higgs particle has not been dis-
covered yet. It remains as the only missing particle in the SM.
Although the SM has survived numerous tests it is already known that its min-
imal version with 19 free parameters does not describe nature sufciently. Recent
measurements of neutrino oscillations show that neutrinos have mass. However,
the SM can be made consistent with these results by adding 10 more free pa-
rameters which are not predicted by any theory and thus need to be determined
experimentally. Measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon



































































Tab. 1.1: Particle spectrum of the Standard Model. Labels L and R denote
left- and right-handed electroweak eigenstates.
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universe [19] give a hint that physics even beyond the extended SM may exist. It
is for example clear that either our understanding of gravity based on Einstein’s
theory of General Relativity is wrong or particles forming cold dark matter which
so far have escaped our detection must exist. The Axion, which is supposed to ex-
plain the non-existence of CP violation in the strong interaction and which could
theoretically be an ingredient of cold dark matter, has not been found yet. Fur-
thermore, it might not explain the measured cold dark matter density sufciently
[20] and technically does not belong to the SM. Also, the SM fails to explain
the matter-antimatter asymmetry observed in the universe. Additionally, there are
theoretical motivations for physics beyond the SM. One such example is the hi-
erarchy problem concerning the quadratically divergent fermion loop corrections
to the Higgs mass. New physics at the TeV scale is required to keep the Higgs
mass in the area of a few hundred GeV and thus make the SM consistent with W
and top mass measurements. Additionally, for reasons of concinnity theorists are
aiming for the unication of the gauge couplings. Repeatedly, history has shown
that a unication of theories may lead to a better understanding of nature.
1.1.2 Supersymmetry
Mainly theoretical aspects justify the introduction of Supersymmetry. In nature it
is often possible to explain its principles and make predictions using symmetries.
Since the discovery of the Pauli Principle, particles are divided into two groups,
fermions whose spin is an odd multiple of r
5
and bosons with integer spin. A
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supersymmetric operation on the representation of a particle belonging to one
group transforms it to a member of the other group. Thus, the spin changes but
the mass and couplings to other particles remain the same. The electron with spin
r
5
and a mass of ﬁcts   vuwC would have a bosonic partner with spin 0 and the
same mass in a supersymmetric world. However, no supersymmetric partner has
been discovered until now. It is therefore certain that, if Supersymmetry exists at
a high energy scale, it is broken at the electroweak scale which is accessible for
experiments at the moment.
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is the simplest possi-
ble supersymmetric extension of the SM with a minimal particle content. The SM
MSSM Particles
Extended Standard Model Supersymmetric Partners





















































































































































































































































Tab. 1.2: Particle spectrum of the MSSM. The extended SM has instead of only
one an additional second Higgs doublet. Labels L and R denote left- and








0JﬂRTSzﬂ'Ł0SRJ/l' . Since ' is close to zero for electrons, muons, up, down,
charm and strange quarks, their mass eigenstates are mostly denoted with L/R
instead of 1/2, in literature.
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Poincar·e algebra is expanded to a supersymmetric graduated Lie algebra. The
MSSM has an additional second Higgs doublet, describes more than twice as
many particles as the SM and solves the following problems:

 One of the main problems of the SM is the Hierarchy Problem. Radiative
corrections to the Higgs mass including the fermion loops at one-loop-level
have an unphysical quadratic divergence. Indeed, this divergence can be
canceled by a mass counter term which, however, has to be ne tuned at
each order in perturbation theory. In the MSSM, two additional scalar par-
ticles
E
, provided they are in the region of    ﬁ VC , are responsible for
the cancellation of that divergence. The remaining divergence is then only
logarithmic. Also, the logarithmic term is multiplied with ( w5  5 ) which
is zero in the supersymmetric limit.

 Within the SM, it is not possible to achieve a unification of gauge couplings
- at any scale - which would reduce the number of open parameters and
therefore be favoured by many theorists. The MSSM provides the possibil-





 Some models within the MSSM provide a candidate for cold dark matter.
Experiments measuring the rotation velocities of galaxies and observing
gravitational lensing [21] have shown that it is very likely that there is more
than just visible matter in our universe. One component of the so called
dark matter seems to be cold, meaning that it consists of particles moving at
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a non-relativistic speed. For example if the lightest supersymmetric particle
is a stable neutralino or gravitino it would be an excellent candidate for cold
dark matter.

 In the MSSM, the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking occurs ra-
diatively at the level of perturbation theory without the need for any new
strong interaction. Thus, in contrast to the SM the MSSM gives an explana-
tion for the Higgs mechanism.
However, the MSSM gives neither a hint to the source of CP violation nor is it able
to make predictions for any particle mass. Furthermore, the MSSM still is a theory
without quantum gravity. String theories may solve some of these problems, but
a phenomenologically viable string theory has yet to be constructed [22].
There are two different kinds of superelds in the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model at the GUT-scale and above:

 The Chiral Scalar Superfields consisting of a complex scalar eld,
E
, and
a 2-component Majorana fermion eld,  . The SM quarks and leptons and
the MSSM higgsinos at the  -scale are connected with  and its partners,




 The Massless Vector Superfields consisting of a gauge eld _z  and a 2-
component Majorana fermion eld, ¡

. The eld  _  is connected with the
SM gauge bosons and ¡

with its Superpartners, the gauginos, at the  -
scale.
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2ON gauge symmetries as
do the SM elds. In order to conrm or confute the predictions of the MSSM
it is rst necessary to nd the new particles given in Table 1.2 in invariant mass
distributions. In the MSSM, each supersymmetric particle has the same gauge
couplings as its SM partner. Hence, in a second step the interaction couplings and
the spin of the new particles would have to be determined.
1.1.3 Extra Dimensions
Already in the 1920’s, rst ideas about extra dimensions were developed. Kaluza
[23] and Klein [24] tried to unify electromagnetism with Einstein’s theory of grav-
ity by introducing a compact fth dimension. Still today the main motivation for
adding extra dimensions is to achieve the unication of gravity with gauge inter-
actions. In general a consistently formulated String Theory needs more than four
space-time dimensions. Historically, it was conventional to assume the extra di-
mensions to be compactied to small radii with magnitudes of approx. the Planck
length, £¤¦¥   ﬁ$§
T
z¨ . If these extra dimensions do exist, they would be hidden
to any currently imaginable experiment. More recently though, theories have been
developed which predict extra dimensions being much larger. The upper limit for
these dimensions is constrained by experiments to a fraction of a millimeter [25].
In some cases the Large Hadron Collider at CERN will be able to discover that
there are more than four space-time dimensions. This would maybe explain why
gravity is the weakest of all forces and, a century after Einstein combined space
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and time, again change our view on nature fundamentally.
1.2 Probing Nature At Highest Energies
Understanding nature at ever smaller length scales is equivalent to probing particle
interactions at ever higher energies. In the past century, technologies have been
developed that allow to collide particles at energies which unveil nature at a frac-
tion of a femtometre. These energies correspond to a temperature of   ﬁ
rC©
Kelvin
which existed a fraction of a nano-second after the Big Bang. Experiments of that
scale are very expensive and therefore only possible in large global collaborations.
In addition to the contribution to fundamental knowledge about nature, these ex-
periments have a far-reaching impact on technological developments which serve
society.
1.2.1 Large Hadron Collider
The construction of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [26] has been approved
by the CERN’s Council in December 1994. The LHC, shown in Fig. 1.1, has
been installed in a 27 kilometre circumference tunnel which is about 100 me-
tres underground and was used by the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP)
until 2001. Starting in summer 2008, the LHC will collide protons at a center-of-
mass energy ª « of  \VC being the highest ever reached in the history of human
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Fig. 1.1: A schematic view of the LHC at CERN near Geneva.
lead-ion collisions are planned with a total ª « of  ﬂ \P¯°VC and a luminosity ¬







. The accelerator consists of two interleaved synchrotron rings,
whose main elements are 1232 superconducting NbTi dipole and 392 quadrupole
magnets operating in superuid helium at a temperature of 1.9 K. The dipole mag-
nets guide the particles along the ring while the quadrupole magnets are focusing
the particle bunches. The nominal eld for LHC magnets to handle ² VC beams
is ¯ ³ﬀ  Tesla, and the goal is to achieve ´c³ﬁ Tesla. Two  sﬁ

 beams produced
in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) will be injected into the LHC, and then
accelerated with superconducting cavities, 8 cavities per ring, operating at 2 MV
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and 400 MHz.
It is certain that the LHC is going to provide an exciting insight into the most
fundamental laws of nature. There are several possible scenarios of what might or
might not be discovered in this new range of energy. The Higgs particle which was
predicted over 40 years ago could nally be unveiled. On the other hand, if there
is no Higgs, our current understanding of physics might be shaken fundamentally.
It is clear that if the SM describes physics at the investigated energy scale the
Higgs will be discovered already with an integrated luminosity of 30 µ¶i§
r
[27].
Its non-existence would mean an immediate end of the validity of the SM. Fur-
thermore, there are numerous theories which predict various different particles
within the energy range of the LHC. All these theories can be tested and some of
them like most supersymmetric models provide very clear signatures which can be
discovered at the LHC. Unfortunately, most theories can adjust their parameters
such that they cannot be excluded completely. For example in some areas of the
MSSM, in regions of moderate tan · and large values of 

, the lightest Higgs
might be very difcult to detect and all other particles be invisible within the in-
vestigated range of energy [27]. History has shown that each step into a new area
of physics challenges existing theories and opens our eyes towards better ones.
Furthermore, it is clear that the discoveries at the LHC have a strong impact on
the future of particle physics, especially on the question whether a linear collider
should be build or not. Also the design of such a collider depends on the energy
range of the particles which may be discovered. In any case, the LHC will provide
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important experimental data for theories which have been developed and worked
on in the past decades.
For the discovery of new physics a precise knowledge about the experimental
conditions is extremely important. Besides the understanding of various other
uncertainties, such as luminosity, alignment and calibration, the knowledge about
uncertainties coming from parton distribution functions (PDF) and higher order
corrections in the pertubative description of the SM is crucial. A detailed analysis
of these uncertainties is presented in Chapter 7.
The experimental program of the LHC will include the dedicated heavy-ion de-
tector ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment), the specialised B-physics spec-
trometer LHCb and the general purpose detectors CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid)
and ATLAS (Section 1.2.2).
1.2.2 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
ATLAS is a general-purpose experiment for recording proton-proton collisions at
the LHC. It will be run by a collaboration of about 1800 physicists from more than
150 universities and laboratories in 34 countries. The detector design (Fig. 1.2)
was optimised to cover the largest possible range of physics: searches for Higgs
bosons and alternative schemes for the spontaneous symmetry-breaking mecha-
nism; searches for supersymmetric particles, new gauge bosons, leptoquarks, and
other particles indicating physics beyond the SM.
The centre of the ATLAS detector consists of an inner tracking detector in-
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Fig. 1.2: A schematic view of the ATLAS detector is presented. Human beings
are added to show the proportions of the image. The overall detector is about 25m
in hight and 46m in length. The weight of about 7000 tonnes is similar to that of
the Eiffel Tower.
side a H T solenoid providing an axial magnetic eld. The electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters are placed outside the solenoid. The air-core-toroid muon
spectrometers form the outermost part of the detector. The precision measure-
ments for photons, electrons, muons and hadrons are performed over a range in
pseudo-rapidity3 4 &y4 to about 2.5. The complete hadronic energy measurement
extends over 4 &4¹¸  t² .
3 ºv»¼/½³¾3¿ÀD¾°Á
Â with Ã being the polar angle of the ATLAS detector w.r.t. the beam pipe.
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Inner Detector
The Inner Detector consists of three sub-detectors: A silicon pixel detector (PIXEL,
Fig. 1.3), a silicon strip detector (SCT, Fig. 1.4) and a transition radiation detector
(TRT) [28]. The PIXEL is located inside the SCT (Fig. 1.5) which is placed inside
the TRT. Generally, silicon detectors are asymmetric pn- or ÄÅ n-doped semicon-
ductor junctions working as a detector for charged particles. A positive voltage
is applied on the n side of the diode. That way the depletion zone is articially
Ring 0Ring -6 Ring 6
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Fig. 1.5: Projection in global X and Y of the PIXEL and SCT barrel detector.
increased and a large volume inside the diode is created which is free of charge
carriers. An ionizing particle which passes through the depletion zone produces
electron-hole pairs along its path, their number being proportional to the energy
loss. The externally applied electric eld separates the pairs before they recom-
bine with electrons drifting towards the anode and holes moving to the cathode.
The resulting current pulse is then amplied, send to the readout electronics and
converted into digital signals. The silicon detectors are operated within a mag-
netic eld of 2 T. Hence, while drifting towards the readout strips, the free charge
carriers produced by ionizing radiation in the depletion zone change their direc-
tion due to the Lorentz force. This results in an offset of a few microns between
readout-position and the actual path of the ionizing particle. However, the ATLAS
ofine software corrects for this Lorentz-Shift.
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The PIXEL is designed for high-precision particle tracking close to the interac-
tion point. It allows nding of relatively long lived particles such as b-quarks and
È
-leptons. Each of the 1744 pixel sensors shown in Fig. 1.6 is a  ÊÉ   L É ﬁ ¯ ¨Ç¨
wafer of silicon with  ²ﬂH Éﬂ¯ pixels which are connected to 16 front-end read-out
chips. Ë  ´ ¯ pixels are having a size of sﬁL  ﬁﬂﬁ°¨ each, and sﬂH ¯ each a
size of sﬁwL É ﬁﬂﬁ¨ which is necessary to cover the gap between the read-out
chips. Each module has only PÉ ﬁ ¯ ﬁ read-out channels as there is a HÌﬁﬂﬁ¨ gap
in between read-out chips on opposite sides of the module. In order to get full
coverage, the last eight pixels at the gap are connected to only four channels (so
called ganged pixels). Thus, in 5% of the cases there is a two-fold ambiguity
that will be resolved ofine [29]. The PIXEL consists of 3 cylindrical barrel lay-
ers with radii of sﬁ³s¨Æ¨ , ¯ﬂ¯ ³s¨Æ¨ and   HﬂHc³s°¨Æ¨ , respectively. The 1456 barrel
modules are glued on carbon staves which are inclined by an azimuthal angle of
20 degrees around the long axis. There are three endcap disks on each side of the
forward region. Each disk is made of 8 sectors having 6 modules each.
The aim of the SCT is to provide precision track measurements in the interme-
diate radial region, contributing to the measurements of momentum, impact pa-
rameter and vertex position. The 2112 SCT barrel modules (Fig. 1.7) are mounted
on 4 carbon-bre cylinders with radii of H´ﬂ´¨Ç¨ , ﬀﬂ²   ¨Æ¨ , ﬂ ﬀ¨Ç¨ and s  \ ¨Ç¨
symmetric around the interaction point. 1976 further modules are mounted on 18
SCT endcap disks. One module consists of two bipartite wafers of 768 silicon mi-
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crostrips4 which are glued together back-to-back at a  ﬁ°¨ÇÍ>ÎÏ stereo angle. This
allows to determine the position of the hit along the strips. There are two types
of layers in the SCT: Ð -layers and Ñ -layers (See Fig. 1.5). Ð -layers consist of
modules where the wafers ( % ) with the smallest distance (side 1) from the beam
pipe are parallel to the beam pipe for barrel modules and perpendicular for endcap
modules. The wafers (stereo) with the largest distance (side 0) in that layer are ro-
tated anti-clock-wise with respect to the % -wafers by the stereo angle of  ﬁ¨ÆÍÎÏ .
Ñ -layers consist of modules where the wafers ( % ) with the largest distance from
the beam pipe are parallel to the beam pipe for barrel modules and perpendicular
for endcap modules. The wafers (stereo) with the smallest distance in that layer
are rotated clock-wise with respect to the % -wafers by the stereo angle of  ﬁ¨ÆÍÎÌÏ .
The barrel and the endcap detectors consist of alternating Ð and Ñ layers. The de-
sign is a compromise between reducing costs and number of readout channels on
the one hand and improving the spatial resolution on the other hand. The spatial
resolution is   ²°¨ in the direction perpendicular to the strips and s ¯ ﬁ°¨ in the
direction along the strips [30]. The SCT allows to measure particle tracks up to
4 &y4V¸ÒHc³s (Fig. 1.8). In Table 1.3 an overview of all silicon modules is given.
They are sorted by detector type, layer, ring and sector number as they are dened
in the ATLAS ofine software.
The third part of the ATLAS Inner Detector is a combined straw tracker and
4 The strips in the barrel modules have each a pitch of ÓBÔÕPÖ and strips of the endcap modules
a varying pitch in the range from ×B×yÕPÖ to Øz×yÕPÖ .
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Fig. 1.6: Picture of a PIXEL Mod-
ule. The read out electronics is lo-
cated on top of the silicon. The
orange part connects the module to
electrical and optical services.
Fig. 1.7: Picture of a SCT barrel
module. The read out electronics is
located in the middle of the detec-
tor module. The brown part connects
the module to the electrical and opti-
cal services.
transition radiation detector. The TRT barrel is made of 52544 axial straws which
are 4 mm in diameter and about 150 cm in length. They are located between 56
cm and 107 cm away from beam pipe. The TRT endcap detectors contain a total
of 245760 radial straws at radii between 64 cm and 103 cm. The TRT provides
on average 36 two-dimensional measurement points with less than 0.170 mm res-
olution5 for charged particle tracks [28]. It facilitates distinguishing electrons and
pions.
Calorimeters
The calorimeters of the ATLAS detector which surround the central tracking de-
tectors outside the solenoidal magnet measure the energy of particles originat-
ing from the proton-proton interactions inside the detector (Fig. 1.9). They












Fig. 1.8: Schematic view of the PIXEL and SCT detector for positive Z including
their & range. The other half of the detector is a mirror image of the one presented.
consist of an electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter covering the pseudorapidity re-
gion 4 &4V¸Ùﬀ³H , a hadronic barrel calorimeter covering 4 &4V¸   t² , hadronic end-





@´ . Particles are stopped in the material of the calorimeter in order to
determine their energies. The main fraction of their energy is absorbed in layers
of high density material. The EM calorimeter which is responsible for the ab-
sorption of electromagnetically interacting particles like electrons, positrons and
photons is based on a lead and stainless steel structure. It is very precise, both in
the amount of energy absorbed and in the location of the energy deposited. Angles
of particle trajectories can be measured within about 25 mrad [31]. The hadronic
calorimeter uses steel (central calorimeter) and tungsten (forward calorimeter) as
absorption material to measure the energy of particles interacting via the strong
force. It localises particles with a precision of about 100 mrad [31]. Charged
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ATLAS Inner Detector Modules
Detector Type Layer Ring Sector Number of modules
PIXEL Barrel
0 -6, ÞßÞßÞ ,0, ÞßÞßÞ ,6 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,21 286
1 -6, ÞßÞßÞ ,0, ÞßÞßÞ ,6 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,37 494
2 -6, ÞßÞßÞ ,0, ÞßÞßÞ ,6 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,51 676
PIXEL Endcap 2 à 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,2 0 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,47 288
SCT Barrel
0 -6, ÞßÞßÞ ,-1,1, ÞßÞßÞ ,6 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,31 384
1 -6, ÞßÞßÞ ,-1,1, ÞßÞßÞ ,6 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,39 480
2 -6, ÞßÞßÞ ,-1,1, ÞßÞßÞ ,6 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,47 576
3 -6, ÞßÞßÞ ,-1,1, ÞßÞßÞ ,6 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,55 672
SCT Endcap
2 à 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,8 0 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,51 936
2 à 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,7 1 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,39 640
2 à 1, ÞßÞßÞ ,5 2 0, ÞßÞßÞ ,39 400
Total 31 layers 137 rings 5832 modules
Tab. 1.3: Numbering of all Inner Detector modules in the ofine software. The
layer, ring and sector numbers are given for each type of detector. Furthermore,
the total number of modules is given in the right column. Both SCT wafers are
treated as one SCT module. PIXEL layer 0 is often referred to as B-layer. Fur-
thermore, SCT layer 0 to 3 are often called SCT barrel 3 to 6, and the Endcap
layers 0 to 8 are commonly referred to as disk 1 to 9. Modules which are in the
same barrel and have the same sector number are denoted by being on the same
stave.
particles produced in the absorption process of the primary particles ionize the
liquid argon which is interleaved between the absorber plates. Due to an applied
electric eld the electrons drift inducing a current on the electrode structure. The
total current is proportional to the energy of the incoming particle. The current is
nally measured by an amplier and is digitized afterwards. The described type
of a calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter, because only a small sample of the
deposited energy is actually measured in the active medium. The correct calibra-
tion of the calorimeters is crucial for their physics performance. It is a complex
procedure which is partly based on using particles originating from Z decays.
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Fig. 1.9: A schematic view of the ATLAS calorimeters.
ATLAS Coordinate Frames
For the description of the ATLAS detector various coordinate frames are used.
The three main ones are the Cartesian global, cylindric global and the Cartesian
local frame. The Cartesian global frame (blue in Fig. 1.10) is right-handed and
has its origin at the centre of the detector. Global X is horizontal, pointing to the
centre of the accelerator ring. Global Z is along the nominal beam line and global
Y is perpendicular to X and Z. As the accelerator ring is not perfectly parallel to
the surface, Y is tilted by about 1.23 á from the vertical axis of the ATLAS cavern.
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In addition to the global frames there is a local frame dened for each silicon
module (red in Fig. 1.10). The origin of each Cartesian right-handed frame is in
the centre of the module. Local Y is parallel to global Z for PIXEL barrel modules
and parallel to global R for PIXEL endcap modules. For SCT modules local Y is
parallel to the centre silicon strip. The local X coordinate is always in the module
Fig. 1.10: Cartesian coordinate systems: Global coordinate system (blue), two
examples of a local frame (red).
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plane and perpendicular to the local Y coordinate. The local Z coordinate is thus
perpendicular to the module plane by construction. It always points away from
the interaction point.
Alignment of the Silicon Detectors
For precision tracking it is absolutely crucial to have a precise knowledge about
the location and orientation of the silicon modules. The requirement for the align-
ment of the ATLAS silicon detectors is that the resolutions of the track parameters
are not degraded by more than 20% due to misalignments. Studies have shown
that in order to fulll this requirement the position of the modules has to be known
with an accuracy of ²°¨ for the PIXEL and   H¨ for the SCT modules in the
precision coordinate [28]. For precise W-mass measurements systematic distor-
tions have to be determined to an accuracy of about   ¨ . Furthermore, the mea-
surement of the impact parameter "$# is crucial for the identication of secondary
vertices from long lived particles, such as B-mesons. For example, a random mis-
alignment of   ﬁ¨ in the most precise coordinate results in a 10% reduction of
the b-tagging efciency [32].
The positions of the PIXEL barrel modules - which were glued on individual
carbon staves - were determined using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM)
to a precision of better than   ﬁ¨ in
ã
% and Hﬁ°¨ in global Z. However, after
mounting the staves on the barrel half-shells they may have bowed in the trans-
verse direction leading to signicant displacements of up to   ﬁﬂﬁ°¨ [33]. The
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pixel endcap disks are split into several sectors showing displacements of at most
Hﬂs°¨ from their nominal positions in R and
ã
% . The estimated bowing is less
than sﬁ°¨ and the mounting on the larger support structures was surveyed to a
precision of Hﬁ¨ .
The SCT barrel modules were mounted on brackets which are connected to
very precisely built polyketones inserts in the carbon bre support cylinders. The
position of the mounted SCT modules was not surveyed but it is expected to have
a precision of   ﬁﬂﬁ°¨ RMS in
ã
% and global Z. The relative positioning of one
layer to the next is not expected to be better than   ﬁﬂﬁ¨ RMS [33]. The mounting
pins of the SCT endcap modules were surveyed to a precision of around   ﬁ°¨
RMS [34]. Thermal, handling and transport effects are expected to give a mis-
alignment of about sﬁ¨ . The distance between two individual disks is known
to a precision of about   ﬁﬁ¨ .
The alignment of the ATLAS Inner Detector will be performed by software and
purpose-built hardware tools. It is the aim of each tool to determine the alignment
parameters that describe the position and if possible the orientation of the modules
in the global or local reference frame. A perfect alignment of the silicon detectors
is equivalent to the knowledge of the three coordinates that describe the position
and the three angles that determine the rotation of each module. For the rst
alignment of the Inner Detector, when the luminosity is very low, minimum bias
events will be used. They will be sent to the alignment algorithms at a rate of 100
Hz. About 10 tracks with a momentum above 1 GeV are expected per event and
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an overall efciency of about 30% may be achieved. Thus, about H$ É    ﬁc± tracks










) the muon trigger is expected to provide a sufcient number of
high momentum muons which are suitable for alignment. In Table 1.4 the muon
trigger rates are shown. There are three software based methods available which
use particle tracks for the alignment of the ATLAS silicon detectors:

 The Global ç5 algorithm, mainly developed in Oxford, at RAL and in Va-
lencia, provides a measurement of module positions using particle tracks.
It is based on a global minimisation of hit residuals, which are dened as
the distance between the actual hit and the intercept of the tted track with
the module, with respect to track parameters and module positions. Nearly
all degrees of freedom can be determined with this method [35]. However,
the achievable precision is not known yet. The main challenge is to solve a
linear equation with about 35k degrees of freedom [36].
Muon Trigger Rates [Hz]
Source Low ècé B Low è$é EC High è$é B High è$é EC
K 7100 5900 680 6400
b 1400 1800 500 1200
c 800 1000 210 600
W 3 0 26 0
t 0 0 0 0
Total 9300 8600 1400 8200
Tab. 1.4: Estimated trigger rates for different muon sources at LHC for Barrel
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 The Local ç5 algorithm is based on a linearised minimisation of the 3D
distance of closest approach between the tted track and the hit [38]. In
contrast to the Global ç 5 algorithm the minimisation is performed on the
module level. Correlations are taken into account only through iterations. It
is under current development in Munich.

 The Robust Alignment method provides a numerically stable6 alternative to
çy5 minimisation algorithms. It is described in Chapter 2. The alignment of
the silicon modules is based on centering residual as well as overlap resid-
ual distributions. Overlap residuals can be calculated for tracks which pass
through an overlap of two modules. They are dened as the difference be-
tween both hit residuals. It was shown that for misalignments up to  ﬁ¨
the mean of the overlap residual distribution is about equal to the relative
misalignment between these two modules. For larger shifts the mean value
is slightly smaller [39]. Overlap residuals correlate modules within the de-
tector rings and staves. The process of correcting module positions needs to
be iterated until the relative misalignments converge to zero. The precision
of the algorithm depends on the momentum of the input tracks, the intrinsic
resolution of the tracking devices and the illumination of the detector. This
method successfully aligned the Combined Test Beam setup (Chapter 4)
and the SR1 SCT setup (Chapter 5) using real data in both cases. Further-
more, it was used for simulation studies with the full detector (Chapter 6).
6 For example, there is no requirement that the misalignments have to be relatively small.
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It also offers the possibility of distributed alignment which is described in
Section 2.5.
There is one hardware alignment tool that will be used during the running of LHC:

 Using tunable lasers, the Frequency Scanning Interferometry (FSI) system
is designed to allow   ﬁ¨ precision detector shape corrections for the
SCT [40]. It provides 842 optical length measurements with an uncertainty
of about   ¨ . Its main advantage is the ability of measuring short time
scale movements of the detector. However, it addresses only a small, but
important, fraction of the 34992 degrees of freedom.
With these four methods it is expected to determine the Inner Detector module
positions with sufcient precision.
ATLAS Software
Athena [41] is the ATLAS general purpose software framework being a derivative
of the LHCb framework Gaudi. It provides a facility for various needs such as
event generation, reconstruction or detector description. Athena is structured in
packages which contain services and algorithms. Each package has a dened
dependency on other packages. The handling of input and output data as well as
the usage of services and algorithms is done in so called jobOption-les which are
written in Python, an object-orientated, interpreted scripting language.
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The Athena framework is under continuous development. Old classes are of-
ten changed to more powerful new ones, new methods are steadily added and also
the data ow is regularly modied. Thus, code developed inside this framework
needs to be as general as possible, and developers have to be very responsive to
new trends. For the reasons given, a detailed documentation is hardly available.
Using Doxygen, an automated documentation generator for C++ code, it is pos-
sible to gain a good overview of the class structure including their members and
methods. Also, the usage of the Concurrent Versions System (CVS) makes code
development in the same package by different developers possible.
The ofine software contains a generally complete description of the ATLAS
detector. This description is used by the simulation and reconstruction and is sub-
ject to constant change. Together with this information, the alignment and other
conditions which are time dependent are stored. The reconstruction of collision
events is performed by a collection of various tools. For the Inner Detector recon-
struction, rst hit clusters have to be build, space points constructed and nally
tracks to be found. The latter step is done by one of the three ATLAS track nd-
ing algorithms. The track candidates are then tted and fed into a transient data
store. From there they can be used by various algorithms such as the alignment
algorithms. The information provided by the calorimeter and muon chambers is
then added to the tracks in order to build particles used in the physics analyses.
These analyses may nally unveil the physics laws of the H  Ìë ﬃ century.
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2. THE ALGORITHM: ROBUSTALIGNALG
For the alignment of the ATLAS Inner Detector the Robust Alignment algorithm
(RobustAlignAlg) has been developed and implemented into the ATLAS ofine
framework. It provides a simple and stable alternative to the other two algorithms
which are based on çV5 minimisations. The algorithm uses complementary in-
formation and does not require the misalignments to be relatively small. In this
chapter the algorithm, its implementation as well as its strengths and weaknesses
are presented.
2.1 Residuals and Overlap Residuals
The Robust Alignment algorithm is based on hit residual and overlap residual
measurements. Before the description of the actual algorithm, these quantities are
dened and explained.
The residual calculation slightly differs between the PIXEL and the SCT de-
tector. In general, a residual is dened as the difference between the hit and the
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For the PIXEL, this calculation is straight forward as the 2-dimensional hit posi-
tion is directly determined. The SCT, however, is a strip detector. Thus, it does not
provide a direct measurement of the hit position in the local Y coordinate. It must
be constructed from two measurements of two crossing strips within one module.
SCT modules consist of two strip detectors which are glued together with a stereo
angle of 40 mrad. Both sides of each SCT module are separated by approx. 0.1
mm. The local Y position of the hit depends on the direction of the track which
is given through the track t. First, the hit position is calculated in the global
coordinate frame and then it is transformed into the local frame of the respective
module. Assuming that there are two strips, A and B, which are hit by the same
track which comes from a vertex at the global point óÑ , and assuming strip A and B








respectively, then the vectors
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describe each strip, A and B, in the global frame. A visual representation of the
dened quantities is shown in Fig. 2.1. The vectors ó« and óï which connect the






















As the track crosses óÑ and both strips, the position of the hit on strip A is equivalent
to the intersection of strip A with the plane P formed by strip B and the connection
ó





























Fig. 2.1: The local Y position of a SCT hit is calculated out of the vertex position
and the 3-dimensional directions of the two respective strips. The exact calcula-
tion is given in equations 2.3 to 2.9
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here chosen to be the middle of the strip, is given by the ratio of two values: the
projection of the vector from the middle of the strip ( ﬁ³só« ) onto any vector óì ï
perpendicular to the plane P and the projection of the whole strip A onto the same










Therefore, the distance of the hit to the middle of the strip relative to half of the




























Obviously, there are only local Y residuals in the SCT if two crossing strips in a
module were hit. If only one strip shows a signal this hit will still be used for the
local X residual measurement. This algorithm is the only one inside the ATLAS
software which monitors the SCT local Y residual. This measurement is very
sensitive to certain biases. In several cases it proved being crucial for detecting
problems in the simulation, digitisation or reconstruction software.
Due to the special fan-structure of the SCT endcap modules, special care has to
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be taken of the calculation of the local X residual. Generally, a residual is dened



















Here, ø is the angle between the strip and the y axis of the local coordinate frame.






. An illustration of the calculation is shown in Fig. 2.2. For the alignment
the distance of the track to the strip in the local frame, the frame in which the








However, some Athena algorithms dene
÷
as the residual. In order to facilitate
a proper comparison the RobustAlignAlg can switch between both denitions. If
useLocalFrameResiduals is set to true in the conguration of the algorithm, ì 9«ií
is used.
Residuals may be biased or unbiased. For the SCT there is a third option:
Fully unbiased residuals. The algorithm allows to choose between all three kinds
of residuals:

 Biased residuals show the difference between the hit and the track position






















Fig. 2.2: Illustration of the SCT endcap residual calculation. The hit is shown in
red, the track is shown in blue.
if the track is tted using all hits including the one considered in the residual
calculation.

 Unbiased residuals are calculated after removing the respective hit and re-
tting the track.

 The two hits on a SCT module are strongly correlated. Thus, for the calcu-
lation of fully unbiased SCT residuals both hits are removed from the track
before retting it.
Using unbiased residuals removes the bias on the track caused by the misalign-
ment of the respective module. Thus, unbiased residuals are a direct measure of
the misalignment if only one module position is not known. However, in reality
all hits associated with a track come from misaligned modules and the resulting
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bias is quite complex. It is controversial whether biased or unbiased residuals
should be used for alignment. The Global çV5 algorithm depends on biased residu-
als whereas the Local ç 5 algorithm operates on unbiased residuals. In the limit of
an innite number of hits on a track both residuals are exactly the same. However,
usually there are less then 10 hits on a particle track which leads to signicant
differences in the shape and width, but not the mean, of the residual distributions.
As the RobustAlignAlg is based on the measurement of the mean residuals only,
it can work with both residual types. Studies have shown that the usage of both
types of residuals leads to Robust Alignment constants of similar quality.
Once all residuals are determined, overlap residuals can be calculated. Overlap





















There are two types of residuals, residuals in local X and Y, and two types of
overlaps, overlaps in the local X and Y direction. Thus, four different overlap






A = Residual type, B = Overlap type (2.13)
Similar to residual distributions, the mean of overlap residuals reects the relative
shift between the two overlapping modules. As this measurement is only relative,
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it is impossible to determine which module is actually shifted. Thus, it is neces-
sary to allocate each overlap residual to one of the two overlapping modules. In
this algorithm the following convention is used: Each overlap is allocated to the
module with the

 larger sector number and

 larger ring number.
The H  symmetry of a ring is taken into account by allocating the overlap between
the module with the highest sector number and the module with the lowest sector
number to the latter module. Obviously, the SCT detector elements have only
overlap residuals in local Y if both modules have each two crossing strips with
a signal. In general, overlap residuals are less dependent on multiple scattering
effects as the short length between the two tracking surfaces leads to a smaller
extrapolation error. Section 2.3.4 explains in more detail how the measured hit
residuals and overlap residuals are transformed into measurements of alignment
constants.
2.2 Main Principle
The Robust Alignment algorithm is based on two main premises:

 For a perfectly aligned detector all residual and overlap residual distribu-
tions are centred around zero.
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 If only one module is shifted by

0 in the direction of the residual measure-




The rst point reects the fact that each silicon strip or pixel being hit by the par-
ticle is symmetric around its center. The second principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.3
and 2.4. Reality, however, is more complex and, instead of one, all modules of
the detector will be misaligned. Thus, correlations have to be taken into account.
The algorithm automatically correlates modules within one ring or stave through
overlap residuals. Dependencies on modules which are positioned further away in
the detector are taken into account through iterations. Compared with the other
Fig. 2.3: Effect of misalignment on residuals. An example of three modules in
three detector layers is given. For simplicity the tracks are assumed to be inde-
pendent of the misalignment of one module (unbiased residuals or the limit of
innite number of layers). The red distributions show no misalignment, the grey
one does.

0 is the size of the module shift.
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Fig. 2.4: Effect of misalignment on overlap residuals. An example of six over-
lapping modules in three detector layers is given. For simplicity the tracks are
assumed to be independent of the misalignment of one module (unbiased resid-
uals or the limit of innite number of layers). The red distributions show no








are the sizes of the two module
shifts.
two alignment algorithms, the Global çV5 and the Local ç5 , the Robust Alignment
algorithm is numerically very stable as no matrix inversion or çú5 -minimisation is
involved. It is thus ideal for performing reliable alignment, especially at the be-
ginning of data taking when the experimental environment is not yet well known.
The tests described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 showed that this algorithm does not
require any alignment specic track selection. Furthermore, it provides an inde-
pendent tool to cross check alignment constants calculated by other algorithms.
However, it only corrects for misalignments in the direction of the two most im-
portant degrees of freedom; the local X and Y coordinates. These variables are
crucial as they have the most impact on the track properties. Tests showed that,
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in the local X and Y direction, the Robust Alignment is able to determine align-
ment constants of similar quality as the other two algorithms [7]. Using overlap
residuals it is also possible to take advantage of a third principle:

 The change of circumference, and therefore the average radial shift of each
module, in a ring of overlapping modules is proportional to its sum of over-
lap residuals.
If the circumference of a detector ring is exactly at its design value the sum of
overlap residuals vanishes, even if the modules are generally misaligned. As can
be seen in Fig. 2.5, increasing (decreasing) the circumference of a ring shifts the
silicon modules away from (towards) each other leading to a positive (negative)
sum of the mean overlap residuals. The measurement of deviations in the radial
direction is not straight forward for the other two algorithms, as tracks enter the
silicon modules mostly perpendicularly leading to a low sensitivity on radial dis-
tortions.
Like the other algorithms, the Robust Alignment algorithm assumes that the
modules are rigid bodies and that the SCT wafers in each module do not move
with respect to each other. Furthermore, the Robust Alignment algorithm does not
measure rotations of the modules. This measurement requires very large statistics
and will be performed by the Global ç 5 and the Local ç 5 algorithms. It is expected
that, applied on real data, the Robust Alignment algorithm is going to provide a
very good and stable rst set of alignment constants which may be improved with
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the other two algorithms. The nal precision should be achieved with the Global
ç5 . In the following, the implementation of the Robust Alignment algorithm is
described in more detail.
Sector



























Fig. 2.5: Mean overlap residuals for all modules in a PIXEL ring: A geometry
with nominal radius (black squares) and with a radius increased by sÌﬁ¨ (white
circles) are shown. According to Eq. 2.20 each overlap residual receives a bias of
on average   ³ﬀ¨ .
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2.3 Implementation into Athena
The implementation of the Robust Alignment algorithm into the ATLAS ofine
software is a well structured collection of more than 3000 lines of code excluding
comments which is publicly available1. The Robust Alignment algorithm requires
two main objects: Particle tracks and the module descriptions of all ATLAS Inner
Detector silicon modules. Tracks are reconstructed by one of the three currently
existing pattern-recognition and track-nding programs which have digitised sig-
nals of simulated or real events as an input. They are then tted by one of the var-
ious ATLAS track tters. More information about the tracking event data model
can be found in Ref. [42]. The detector description is stored in the GeoModel
library with the service GeoModelSvc providing the interface to Athena.
The software prototype for the silicon barrel detectors written by Danny Hind-
son [39] was investigated for the migration into Athena. Most of the base classes
which are currently used inside Athena were not available at the time when the
standalone software was developed. Therefore, it was based on objects which
were designed only for its special purpose. It is a requirement, however, that any
ofcial ATLAS alignment algorithm is based on Athena classes. Furthermore,
the Athena base classes for tracks and also for the interfaces to the conditions
database [43] are very powerful and offer many features that are crucial for align-
ment. For the given reasons it was unavoidable to completely rewrite the Robust
1 http://atlas-sw.cern.ch/cgi-bin/viewcvs-atlas.cgi/
offline/InnerDetector/InDetAlignAlgs/SiRobustAlignAlgs/
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Alignment prototype. During that process the structure of the algorithm itself and
the calculation of alignment constants improved signicantly. Now,


residual and overlap residual measurements are combined naturally and ap-
plied simultaneously according to their uncertainties,

 it is possible to apply the algorithm on any kind of detector so that the same
code can be used for the alignment of the Combined Test Beam (Chapter 4),
the SR1 cosmic data setup (Chapter 5) and the full detector (Chapter 6),


not a single line of code has to be changed if more layers of silicon are
added for the planned upgrade to the Super LHC (SLHC),

 the endcap region is now naturally implemented using similar calculations,


radial changes can be detected,

 the user of the algorithm can easily switch between biased and unbiased
residuals, different track nders and tters, and choose to align only certain
parts of the detector.
Fig. 2.6 shows an overview of the new Robust Alignment algorithm within the
ATLAS software framework. The source code for the RobustAlignAlg is part
of the SiRobustAlignAlgs package which is included in ofcial ATLAS ofine
software. The alignment procedure including the track nding and tting needs to
be iterated until the algorithm has converged to a nal solution. The nal solution
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is dened as a set of alignment constants where no module is shifted in a further
iteration if the same data sample is used. Obviously, if another data sample is used











Fig. 2.6: Visualisation of Robust Alignment process inside Athena. Especially if
there are large misalignments it is necessary to redo the pattern recognition and
track nding after each alignment iteration. For small misalignments which have
no effect on the number of reconstructed tracks a simple track retting is enough.
2.3.1 Options
With the constructor of the algorithm the user has a wide range of options to
choose from at the jobOption level. It is, for example, possible to select the de-
grees of freedom to be aligned, change the requirements on the minimum number
of hits per module or choose the type of the residuals to be used for the alignment.
A complete list with detailed explanations is given in Appendix A.
2.3.2 Initialize
During the initialisation of the RobustAlignAlg various Athena services are re-
trieved. The StoreGateSvc is a Gaudi [44] service that allows to record and access
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data objects. For example, the StoreGate stores the track collections which con-
tain the track information used by the RobustAlignAlg. The ToolSvc is a service
that manages tools2 inside Athena. It is responsible for creating tools and making
them available to algorithms or other services. The ToolSvc tests whether a tool
type is available and after having veried that it does not already exist creates the
necessary instance. If a tool instance already exists, the ToolSvc does not create
a new identical one but passes the existing instance to the algorithm. Only the
rst algorithm requesting a tool will prompt its creation. The DetectorStore ser-
vice provides a client interface to conditions data which contains, for example,
alignment information.
With the help of the ToolSvc the InDetAlignDBTool is retrieved. This tool
is necessary to feed the alignment constants calculated by the RobustAlignAlg
back into the Athena software. The GetResidualTool which belongs to the SiRo-
bustAlignTools package is required by the RobustAlignAlg for using unbiased
residuals. In this case also an updator tool has to be retrieved which provides the
necessary calculations if measured hits get added to or removed from the track.
The SiSpacePointMakerTool is necessary for combining two strips from the same
SCT module, but different wafers, in order to get a 2-dimensional hit measurement
(see Section 2.1). This important measurement is fed into the local Y residual cal-
culation which is fundamental for the RobustAlignAlg. For the correct handling
2 A tool, in contrast to an algorithm, performs only a very specific task and may be executed
multiple times per event.
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of silicon modules inside the algorithm the IdDictManager, the ID helper, the Pix-
elManager and the SCT Manager are retrieved. For example, these tools are used
to access the detector information from a certain hit.
Furthermore, all ntuples are initialised at this stage. In these ntuples various
test variables are stored which help monitoring the alignment process. They are
explained in more detail in Appendix B. At the end of the initialisation two vectors
of RobustAlignModule objects are created, one for the PIXEL detector and one
for the SCT. These vectors contain representations of all modules dened in the
detector description. This feature is the basis of the Robust Alignment algorithm’s
great exibility.
2.3.3 Execute
In execute, only one method, readTracksFromSG(), is called. This method reads
in a track collection from StoreGate, which is created event by event, and loops
over all of tracks in that collection. For each track the method hitLoop() is called
which accesses the hits on each track and lls a vector with HitOnModule objects.
A HitOnModule object is a combination of an IDHit and IDModule object. The
IDHit object contains hit information such as residuals and the global position
of the hit. The IDModule object describes the properties of the module such
as for example the detector type, the layer number or whether it is a barrel or
endcap module. The hitLoop() method forms the basis of the RobustAlignAlg.
Here, hit residuals and their errors are calculated. For this process, two main
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methods are used, get localXResidual() which calculates the local X residual, and
get localYResidual() which provides the local Y residual measurement. The latter
method uses the SiSpacePointMakerTool in order to combine two 1-dimensional
SCT measurements from the two wafers of a module to one 2-dimensional space
point. Also, these methods take into account the different module geometries.
Thus, they can operate with both, barrel and endcap modules. In fact, they could
provide alignment information for any kind of pixel or strip detector module as
long as the module geometry is given by the detector description.
2.3.4 Finalize
In nalize, the method doAlign() is called. This method performs the actual cal-
culation of alignment constants out of the collected detector, residual and overlap
residual data. If the user selected not to use distributed alignment, this information
gets directly fed into two methods doPIXELAlignment() and doSCTAlignment().
The user has also the possibility to align only one of the two detectors. If the user
selected to read in text les with alignment information, any new data from the
reconstruction is ignored and only that from the text les is fed into the two align-
ment methods. In both cases the user can write out text les with alignment infor-
mation. The methods doPIXELAlignment() and doSCTAlignment() calculate the
alignment constants using the method getAlignmentTransformation(). The latter
method calculates the transformation for each wafer separately and then combines
both wafers together. It is expected that the wafers are aligned to a precision of
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H¨ in local X and ﬀ¨ in local Y with respect to each other [30]. This uncer-
tainty is too small to be properly detected by the Robust Alignment algorithm. In
fact, inside Athena it is currently not even possible to shift wafers separately. The
method getAlignmentTransformation() calculates the local alignment transforma-
tion which is a 3-dimensional translation ( ð í , ð N , ð ).
The alignment constants ð í , ð N and ð  are determined from the residual and
overlap residual measurements on each module. A shift in the mean of the residual
distribution of a module and a shift in the mean of the overlap residual distribu-
tions is a measure of the same quantity; the displacement of the module. For
each local coordinate, X and Y, there is one residual distribution and a maximum
of two overlap residual distributions. It is natural to combine these up to three

































The rst summand in this equation comes from the residual measurements on each
module. As these are directly correlated with the module displacement, « íR>N
r
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The statistical uncertainty on the mean residual

ì
9« íR>N is given by the RMS of
















If the module has a local X (local Y) overlap to a neighbouring module the second
(third) term that has to be considered as well. As shown in Fig. 2.4 overlap resid-
uals are also correlated to the displacement of a module. Furthermore, overlap
residual distributions are dependent on displacements of the neighbouring mod-
ules. Therefore, these correlations have to be accounted for in the calculations of
the alignment constants. From the overlap point of view, where to set the starting
point in a ring or stave is an arbitrary choice. The Robust Alignment algorithm
begins with the modules which have the smallest sector or ring number. All other
module position measurements from the overlap residuals are performed with re-
3 Biased residual distributions tend to have smaller widths compared to unbiased residual dis-
tributions. Therefore, by using biased residuals the statistical uncertainties can be reduced.
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Here,  ë is the sector number and 

the ring number of the module to be aligned.
An average increase or decrease in the overall circumference of a detector ring
leads to a systematically positive or negative bias in the sum of all overlap resid-
uals. If a detector ring is complete and all overlap residuals are measured with


















Here, ﬂﬁ is the number of all modules in the ring of the module to be aligned.
However, this bias has to be removed from « í
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Thus, for local X measurements the second and third term in Eq. 2.14 are given






































































As the detector shape is a cylinder, rather than a sphere, there is no H  -symmetry
for the detector staves. Therefore, this correction is not applied for shifts in the
local Y direction. The second and third term in Eq. 2.14 for the calculation of the
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It is possible to apply damping factors to the alignment corrections. The user
of the algorithm has the opportunity to use different values for each degree of
freedom. For example, applying a factor of 2 halves the corrections and leads
to a smoother convergence. The alignment corrections ð í98 N58  are only applied





(see Section 2.4). Depending on the available statistics the user can chose the




higher value would have reduced the number of aligned modules signicantly.
However, once the statistical uncertainties are much smaller than the alignment
corrections, the value for Ä should be increased. The alignment correction ð is
only applied if the overlaps form a circle. The alignment corrections are local in
X, Y and Z. Therefore, from the residual and overlap residual point of view there
is no difference between the barrel and the endcaps, and the same calculations are
used for both parts of the detector.
Generally, tracking is invariant under global translation and rotation. However,
if the real origin .70
	<;	>=
2 of the tracks is known4 it can be compared with the mean
4 Measurements of the beam profile may provide such information.
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this algorithm allows to perform a global transformation C to the PIXEL or the
















Applying this correction is especially important for a correct measurement of
the impact parameter "$# . It has been used and is explained in more detail in
Section 6.5.
2.3.5 Run the RobustAlignAlg
The Robust Alignment can be congured in any Inner Detector reconstruction
jobOption. It is executed after the reconstruction and consumes less than 10%
of the total CPU time used for the whole process. Some jobOptions have the




¶ßÐ«ïED£7æ4F$Ä has to be set to true.
Digitised signals or extended Event Summary Data (ESD), which contain only hits
associated to a track, can be used as input. In a highly misaligned environment it is
necessary to use digitised signals and perform the track nding and tting again in
each iteration. As the alignment improves more and more tracks are found. This
is not possible using ESD where only retting may be performed and thus no new
tracks are found. Each iteration may be executed in one single process or using
distributed alignment. The latter option is explained in more detail in Section 2.5.
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In order to monitor the alignment process various ROOT-based [45] macros have
been developed. They are used to analyse the convergence of the algorithm or to
display the improvement of the track parameters.
2.4 Uncertainties on Alignment Constants
Statistical uncertainties on the alignment constants are determined by the uncer-
tainties on the mean values of the residual and overlap residual distributions which


















ë being the number of hits in that particular distribution. Therefore, the
exact uncertainty on each module shift depends on the width of the measured
distributions and on the illumination of the module. The overall statistical uncer-
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
í
and  í are dened in Eq. 2.29 and 2.30. For a perfectly aligned detector
the pull distribution which is dened as the ratio between the applied module shift
and the uncertainty on the respective shift is centered around zero and has a RMS
of one as can be seen in Fig. 2.7. The number of hits per module KLBû which is
required to reach a certain statistical uncertainty
÷





























ë represent the average RMS for the residual and
overlap residual distributions, respectively. The geometrical factor S corrects for
two considerations. Firstly, depending on the location of the module in the de-
tector there are about ten times fewer overlap residuals than residuals. Secondly,
some overlap residual measurements are correlated with others in the same ring
or stave. The uncertainties of these measurements have to be taken into account
Entries  11664
Mean   0.0004401
RMS     1.097
Constant  21.5±  1614 
Mean      0.0119± -0.0109 
Sigma     0.012± 1.027 
Shifts / Uncertainties

















Fig. 2.7: Pull distribution: For each of the 5832 modules and for the alignment in
both directions, local X and Y, the ratio between the applied module shift and its
uncertainty is shown. A perfectly aligned detector geometry was used.
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as well. Thus, S is dened as the product of the number of correlated measure-
ments and the ratio of residual to overlap residual measurements. Values for S are
typically between 10 and 300. Four examples are given in Fig. 2.8 to 2.11. With
each iteration, the residual and overlap residual distributions get narrower and the
tracking efciency is improved. Therefore, the statistical uncertainties improve
signicantly in each step. On the whole, the PIXEL detector provides a much
better intrinsic resolution compared to the SCT, leading to much better alignment
constants. Furthermore, the number of hits per module increases for smaller layer
numbers. The innermost layers are expected to have the best precision. Only the
outer rings of the innermost PIXEL layer, which are at the kinematic limit of the
detector’s tracking acceptance, show poor illumination with hits associated to a
track.
There are two types of systematic errors. First of all, there are certain global
modes which are not determined properly by the alignment algorithm. The most
Fig. 2.8: Hits per module required
for 10 ¨ precision - G = 10, Range
= 100 ¨
Fig. 2.9: Hits per module required
for 10 ¨ precision - G = 10, Range
= 1000 ¨
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Fig. 2.10: Hits per module required
for 10 ¨ precision - P = 50, Range
= 100 ¨
Fig. 2.11: Hits per module required
for 10 ¨ precision - G = 50, Range
= 1000 ¨
obvious ones are global translations or rotations. In principle the tracking is in-
variant under these transformations. As described in Section 2.3.4 it is possible
to shift the centre of the detector to the beam position. However, the uncertainty
on that measurement is expected to be large compared to the uncertainties on rel-
ative module positions. There are more subtle, so called weak modes, which lead
to properly tted tracks, however, show signicant differences in the module po-
sitions from the actual geometry. This challenge is explained in more detail in
Section 3.4. Secondly, as the alignment algorithm is located at the end of the data
chain, from the actual particle hitting the detector to the reconstructed track, prob-
lems in the underlying infrastructure will denitely affect the measurement of the
module positions. During the development and tests of the Robust Alignment nu-
merous issues which are independent of the algorithm were found and resolved.
In Athena release 12 there are still problems with SCT and PIXEL residuals as
they are not precisely centered around zero for a perfectly aligned detector [46].
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Indeed most of the shifts are very small. However, it is crucial, not only for the
alignment, that these open issues get solved before the start of the LHC.
2.5 Distributed Robust Alignment
Already at the start of LHC a large number of tracks suitable for the Inner Detector
alignment is expected to be produced (Section 1.2.2). In order to save time, these
tracks may be reconstructed on several computers simultaneously. It is crucial to
produce a rst set of alignment constants as quickly as possible as these constants
can immediately be used by the triggers to improve their performance. It is a re-
quirement for each alignment algorithm to be able to produce alignment constants
within 24 hours. With the method described in this section this requirement can be
easily achieved if enough computers are available to perform the reconstruction.
The Robust Alignment algorithm calculates alignment constants ð í:8 N58  out of
all residuals and overlap residuals measured during reconstruction. The more
tracks are used for the alignment the better is its precision. More than 90% of the
computing time is used for the reconstruction, not for the calculation of alignment
constants. It is possible to reconstruct any number of events N on P computers in
order to decrease the reconstruction time of the whole data sample. The challenge
is to store the alignment information from each sub-sample of M events such that it
can be combined later without changing the resulting alignment constants. Hence,
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The Robust Alignment solves this challenge by storing all information required
for the calculation of alignment constants in purpose built objects which can be
written out as text les. As only the mean, the RMS and the number of entries for
each residual and overlap residual distribution for each module is used to calculate
the alignment constants, only this information is actually stored. The algorithm
that performs the distributed alignment is based on simple mathematical equations
that ensure the correct addition of the above quantities without any loss of rele-
vant information. It is important that the requirement on the minimum number
of hits on each module is only applied at the end when all the sub-samples are
combined. Thus, if data - instead of input les with alignment information - is
used for the calculation of alignment constants and if at the same time text-les
for the distributed alignment are written out the minimum number of hits required
is automatically set to zero. The lower limit is therefore only applied if either the
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whole dataset is used or if different text les with alignment information are read
in to produce the nal set of alignment constants.
In order to test the distributed alignment algorithm, alignment constants calcu-
lated in two ways were analysed. The rst set of constants was directly determined
from 6k events with each ten muons. A misaligned detector together with error
scaling (See Chapter 6) was used. The second set was calculated by combining
three sets of 2k events. The three sets of 2k events contain exactly the same events
as the rst set with 6k events. A comparison of the two alignment constant sets
showed differences with an RMS of less than ﬁ   nanometres in all module coor-
dinates. These differences are due to rounding errors and clearly negligible.
2.5.1 Run Distributed Robust Alignment
The distributed alignment is very simple to use. In the rst step, text-les with the
alignment information have to be produced. It is not important how many events
are fed into each le. Also, the number of les in not limited. Thus, as many
computers as available can be used for the generation of input text les. As it
is described in Section 2.3.1, the Robust Alignment input parameters are dened
with the conguration of the algorithm. The following parameters are crucial for
the distributed alignment:

 TextFileNameBasis: The basis character string for the les which contain
the alignment information for each sub-sample.
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 TextFileWriteNumber: The number of the sub-sample. It has to be different
for each sub-sample.

 DoWriteTextFile: This boolean ag has to be set to true if text les with
alignment information are to be written out.
In the second step all text les are read in. With this complete information the
alignment constants can be calculated. The same jobOptions as used for the gener-
ation of the text les should be used. However, only one arbitrary event is needed
for this run in order to initialise the detector description. Also, the conguration
of the RobustAlignAlg has to be slightly different:

 TextFileReadStartNumber: The rst number of the sub-sample which is
used for the calculation of the nal alignment constants.

 TextFileReadEndNumber: The last number of the sub-sample which is used
for the calculation of the nal alignment constants.

 DoReadTextFiles: This boolean ag has to be set to true if text les with
alignment information are to be read in for the nal calculation of alignment
constants. If this ag is set to true, all information coming from events in
the event selector is ignored.
For the reasons explained above, the minimum number of hits per module required
for the alignment is set to zero if DoReadTextFiles is set to false and DoWrite-
TextFile is set to true. In all other cases the value given through the conguration
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is used.
The distributed alignment has successfully been applied to perform the SR1
and CSC alignment which are described in Chapter 5 and 6. The distributed CSC
alignment used the computer farm in Oxford whereas the distributed SR1 align-
ment was completed on the lxbatch farm at CERN. In both cases a single script
was sufcient for the fully automated execution of the alignment.
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3. ALIGNMENT LIMITATIONS, SOLUTIONS AND
VALIDATION
The performance of any track based alignment algorithms is generally affected
by limitations in the detector design, theoretical constraints and problems in the
reconstruction software. In this chapter a few of these problems are described and
where possible solutions presented. These challenges are not specic, but clearly
relevant, to the Robust Alignment.
3.1 Removal of Edge Channels
An edge channel is dened as the strip or pixel that forms the border of an
SCT or PIXEL module. Due to the thickness of the silicon the measured in-
teraction point of the track with the silicon may lie outside of the active silicon
if the track is not perpendicular to the module surface (Fig. 3.1). This biases
Fig. 3.1: Track hitting an edge
channel. The position of the
track is outside of the silicon.
the residual measurement. Furthermore,
charges generated by the particle may in gen-
eral induce a signal in the neighbouring strip if
the track is close to the edge of the main strip.
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For edge channel strips this is, however, not possible and again the residual mea-
surement receives a bias [47]. Tracks that go through two overlapping modules
are likely to hit edge channels which affects the overlap residual measurement
signicantly. Additionally, if there is a bias in both hits of the overlap residual,
the biases are of opposite sign. Therefore, the bias of the overlap residual is twice
as big as that of the residual measurement. In Fig. 3.2 it can be seen that the outer
strip (Strip 0) of the SCT detector has a positive bias in the overlap residual distri-
bution. The same biases can be found in the PIXEL detector. The gure presented
was generated with 1000k events, with ten muons each, which were simulated
using a perfect geometry. For alignment studies, edge channels must be removed
from the calculation of alignment constants even though it reduces the number of
overlap hits1. In order to study this effect the RobustAlignAlg offers the option to
remove or keep edge channel hits.
With the removal of edge channels, overlap residuals should be centered around
zero for a perfectly known geometry. However, biases of a few microns have been
discovered which are currently being investigated [46]. These biases are smaller
than the statistical uncertainties existing in all the analyses presented in this thesis.
Therefore, they do not affect the results signicantly.
1 Reduction between 6% for SCT local X overlaps to 100% for the central PIXEL local Y
overlaps.
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Strip Number




























Fig. 3.2: Overlap residual distribution as a function of the SCT strip number for all
SCT barrels. The strip number is given for the hit closest to the edge of the mod-
ule. Only the strips which form overlaps with other strips are presented. Channel
0 shows a positive bias.
3.2 Effect of Multiple Scattering on SCT Local Y Residuals
Each charged particle traversing through the tracking detector is mainly deected
by small-angle Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) off nuclei. MCS affects the
tracking resolution and is most signicant for low momentum tracks. For a thin

























and z are the momentum, velocity, and charge number of the incident
particle, and 03 â # is the thickness of the scattering medium in radiation length.
The scattering medium here is either the layer of silicon or other detector material.
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Neglecting the uncertainty of the track t, the measured width f of the residual
distribution is a function of the intrinsic resolution f

^
ë and the average deection














The size of the average deection f 5
ûhg
 does not depend on the direction X or Y as
the scattering on the silicon occurs symmetrically in all directions. It is, however,
not correct to assume that the SCT detector can be considered as a simple PIXEL-
like detector where Eq. 3.2 still holds. Due to the geometry of the modules with
the two strip detectors, their particular placement in the different layers of the SCT
(see Section 1.2.2) and the design of the tracking algorithm, the effect of MCS is
much higher than equation 3.2 would suggest. As the Robust Alignment algorithm
is the only ATLAS algorithm analysing local Y residuals, this phenomenon was
not known prior to this analysis. In the following, a simple model is presented
that correctly predicts the order of the magnitude of the observed increase in the
local Y resolution.
The ATLAS tracking algorithms reconstruct particle tracks in the SCT by min-
imising all 3-dimensional distances between the track and the strips. These strips
belong to modules which are rotated alternating from layer to layer by Ł 20 mrad
around the local Z axis. In order to estimate the magnitude of this effect it is
helpful to make a simple, but general model. Two layers of one module each are
enough for this purpose. Both modules are rotated with respect to each other by
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an angle ø in the plane perpendicular to the track as it is shown in Fig. 3.3. Here,
ø is equal to the stereo angle between the two wafers of each SCT module.
In this model the particle undergoes MCS between the two hits, i   and iH ,
and its track is assumed to be perpendicular to the module planes. In the following,
two cases are discussed: Scatters in the local X direction and scatters in the local
Y direction. In the rst case, a track tter minimising the 2-dimensional distances
places the track directly between i   and iH at C   as it is shown in Fig. 3.3.
However, minimising the 3-dimensional distances to all strips leads to a track at
CH . In this case, a scatter

?








Regarding local Y scatters, the two different possibilities of tting the track lead
Fig. 3.3: Example for a scatter in the local X (left) and local Y (right) direction.
H1 and H2 are the actual hits, T1 the position of the tted track if the distances
to 2-dimensional space points are minimised and T2 the position of the tted
track if the distances to all strips are minimised. The particle is assumed to y
perpendicularly to the projection plane, entering rst layer A then layer B.
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to the same displacements in the local Y direction as can be seen in Fig. 3.3. Thus,
the effect of MCS on the local Y resolution gets magnied by a factor M which








The rst term in equation 3.4 arises from actual scatters in the local X direction
whereas the second term represents scatters in the local Y direction. For small
angles ø the rst term is much greater than the second. For the ATLAS SCT ø is
40 mrad. Therefore, with this model there is an increase of the MCS effect by a
factor of approx. 13. Simulation studies with single muon tracks were performed
to test this simple model. A low and a high energy sample which contained only
muons with momenta greater than 200 MeV and 20 GeV, respectively, were used.
Using Eq.3.2 and assuming that MCS above 20 GeV is negligible, an average
fûhg
 of almost 80 ¨ for tracks above 200 MeV was found by measuring the
local X resolution f in both samples. Applying then the same calculations to
the local Y residual distributions in both samples a factor M of about 14 was
measured. Hence, this simple model indeed predicts the order of the magnitude
of this effect correctly.
Furthermore, Fig. 3.3 shows that also the residual measurement in the local X
direction is slightly magnied due to MCS in the local Y direction. The position
of track CH is given by minimising the distances to all four strips. This effect,
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The model presented suggests that the magnication of MCS effects would nei-
ther exist if tracks were reconstructed by minimising all 3-dimensional distances
between the track and the 2-dimensional space points made out of two strips nor
would it be there if the modules had the same orientation in each layer.
3.3 PIXEL Z Overlap Hits
Due to the design of the PIXEL detector the innermost PIXEL barrel rings have
no global Z overlaps for tracks coming directly from the origin. This affects the
number of overlap hits in that region signicantly. Due to the spread of the vertex
it is, however, still possible to measure overlap residuals. In Fig. 3.4 the number
of overlap hits per PIXEL ring is shown. In the central region of the detector there
are far less overlap hits than in the outer regions. Therefore, the contribution from
overlap residuals for the local Y alignment in the central PIXEL detector will be
negligible.
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Ring Number





















































Fig. 3.4: Overlap hits for all three PIXEL layers (layer 0: black, layer 1: red,
layer 2: green). The distributions are shown for all channels (left) and excluding
edge channels (right). The input for this distribution is 70k simulated multi-muons
(perfectly aligned geometry). The convention is that the overlap is associated with
the ring with the higher ring number.
3.4 Sagitta Distortions
Any track based alignment algorithm is designed to measure the relative module
positions by optimising track parameters. However, it is known that there are
global deformations of the detector that do not have any impact on the quality
of the track parameters. For example, it is possible to apply systematic rotations
to the individual detector barrels such that only the reconstructed momenta of
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the individual particles changes, but not any other parameter. More examples of
possible modes are described in Ref. [39]. There are generally three classes of
solutions to that problem.
Firstly, it is possible to constrain the momentum of the particle tracks used for
the alignment. Reconstructing particle tracks, especially those coming from cos-
mic rays, in runs without magnetic eld produces straight tracks which is equiv-
alent to having tracks with innite momentum. Here, the momentum is naturally
constrained. Other suggested solutions include momentum constraints from in-
variant mass measurements on known resonances and using the muon spectrom-
eter or the TRT to give an estimate about the momentum. The latter option has
successfully been tested as can be seen in Chapter 6. Secondly, tracks from cosmic
rays, even with magnetic eld, correlate the upper and the lower part of the detec-
tor and hence, constrain some of the global modes. Thirdly, it is possible to use
the calorimeter information to detect global sagitta distortions. By measuring the
asymmetry between the E/p distribution2 from electrons with that from positrons,
it is possible to measure certain distortions independent of the calorimeter calibra-
tion [39].
The rst and the second solution is naturally implemented in the Robust Align-
ment algorithm. For example, tests with the CTB setup (Chapter 4) have shown
that the correct momentum scale can be recovered if the momentum of a certain
class of particles is known. The third solution needs a complete independent algo-
2 E/p is the measured energy to momentum ratio.
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rithm that translates the information from the E/p distributions in actual alignment
constants. Such an algorithm would need to be used after the alignment constants
calculation by one of the three ofcial track based alignment algorithms.
It is clear that each of the methods presented may have a bias in itself. However,
the analysis of correlations between all of them should minimise the uncertainty
and lead to sufcient constraints for solving the weak modes.
3.5 Validation of Energy and Momentum Measurement inside
Athena
As it is described in Section 3.4, alignment algorithms might converge on sagitta
distortions. These distortions are systematic shifts of detector parts. One possi-
bility to correct for these shifts is to compare the E/p distributions of positive and
negative leptons. During the analysis of simulated , #  9ÊÅ9 § data in Athena
release 10, a signicant momentum asymmetry between electrons and positrons
was discovered. Careful and systematic analysis with different parts of the de-
tector and iterating the process with different newer software releases (11.0.X)
proved that there is no asymmetry in the simulation or digitisation. The analysis
nally lead to the discovery of a bug in the tracking package TRT Rec which was
solved from tag 05-01-19 onward. This bug caused a different treatment in the
TRT of electrons and positrons which had lost a lot of momentum when passing
through the detector material.
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The nal analysis was performed using the package UserAnalysis-00-04-02
together with 50k single electrons and 50k single positrons which were simulated
and digitised with Athena release 11.0.1. The reconstruction was performed with
releases 11.0.1, 11.0.2, 11.0.3 and 11.0.41. As the correction in TRT Rec became
available from release 11.0.41 onward, only results generated with this and the
previous (11.0.3) release are presented. In the used geometry3 all silicon modules
were placed at their nominal position. Thus, no misalignment was applied. All




and 4 &4ﬂ¸   ³s .
In order to quantify the asymmetry, the mean values of three distributions were
analysed: Measured energy to truth energy ratio, measured momentum to truth
momentum ratio and measured E/p ratio (Fig. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7). The differences
on the means between the electron and the positron sample is an indicator for an
measurement asymmetry if they are much greater than their uncertainties. Much
greater is usually dened as a factor of 5 greater. Two different methods of
measuring the mean were applied. Firstly, the mean of the overall distribution
was analysed. The results are shown in Table 3.1. Secondly, a Gaussian t was
performed around the peak region. Using a t region of ﬁ@´ﬂ´ to   ³ﬁPH for the mean
energy resolution and ﬁ³´ﬂs to   ³ﬁﬂs for the mean momentum and E/p resolution
gave reasonable ç 5 to degrees of freedom ratios of around 1. The analysis of
different t regions and binnings with similar çù5 to degrees of freedom ratios was
3 The geometry is referred to as “Rome-Final”.
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used to determine the systematic uncertainties of the measurements. The results
are shown in Table 3.2.
The energy resolution distribution has no signicant asymmetry. The overall
mean as well as the tted mean are equal for electrons and positrons within the
uncertainties. Furthermore, more detailed studies showed that there is no effect
on the binning or the chosen range of the distribution. The momentum resolution
asymmetry in the overall mean which is signicant in release 11.0.3 vanishes
in release 11.0.41. Consequently, for release 11.0.41 also the asymmetry in the
overall mean of E/p vanishes. The tted means in the peak region did not show a
signicant asymmetry in both releases. Thus, the asymmetry was in the tail of the
distribution. This is in accordance with the explanation of the bug given above.
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Overall Mean



























11.0.3 0.0010 0.0007 1.4






11.0.3 0.0115 0.0014 8.2






11.0.3 -0.0190 0.0034 5.6
11.0.41 0.0020 0.0033 0.6
Tab. 3.1: For three quantities - measured energy to truth energy ratio, measured
momentum to truth momentum ratio and measured energy to momentum ratio
- the difference between the electron and positron overall means is shown with
the corresponding uncertainties. The analysed distributions were generated with
release 11.0.3 and 11.0.41.
Gaussian Mean



























11.0.3 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.9






11.0.3 -0.0038 0.0011 0.002 1.7






11.0.3 0.0055 0.0021 0.003 1.5
11.0.41 0.0078 0.0020 0.003 2.2
Tab. 3.2: For three quantities - measured energy to truth energy ratio, measured
momentum to truth momentum ratio and measured energy to momentum ratio
- the difference between the electron and positron means obtained with a Gaus-
sian t between ﬁ³´´ and   @ﬁPH ( u
G
5u








shown with the corresponding uncertainties - statistical and systematic. The sys-
tematic uncertainty has been obtained by comparing different t ranges and bin-
nings within an area of reasonable çù5 to degrees of freedom ratios. The analysed
distributions were generated with release 11.0.3 and 11.0.41.
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Fig. 3.5: Measured energy to truth energy ratio using Athena release 11.0.3 and
11.0.41. The upper plots show the distributions for electrons (red) and positrons
(white) for both releases. The lower plots show the bin by bin difference between
the normalised electron and positron distribution. The integral of the lower plots
is zero by construction. There is no signicant asymmetry.
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Fig. 3.6: Measured momentum to truth momentum ratio using Athena release
11.0.3 and 11.0.41. The upper plots show the distributions for electrons (red) and
positrons (white) for both releases. The lower plots show the bin by bin difference
between the normalised electron and positron distribution. The integral of the
lower plots is zero by construction. There is a signicant asymmetry in the left
plot and none in the right one.
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Fig. 3.7: Measured E/p using Athena release 11.0.3 and 11.0.41. The upper plots
show the distributions for electrons (red) and positrons (white) for both releases.
The lower plots show the bin by bin difference between the normalised electron
and positron distribution. The integral of the lower plots is zero by construction.
There is a signicant asymmetry in the left plot and none in the right one.
4. COMBINED TEST BEAM ALIGNMENT
The ATLAS Combined Test Beam (CTB), which took place at CERN using the
H8 beam line, was a test of nal prototypes of the detector elements which had
similar performances to those installed in the full ATLAS detector. It was meant







parts of the Inner Detector, the Calorimeter and the Muon detectors. The data used
in this study was taken in October and November 2004 after the installation of the
PIXEL and SCT modules. The coordinate system was chosen to be right handed
with the x-axis in beam direction and the y-axis vertically towards the sky [48].
The CTB Inner Detector consisted of three sub-detectors: PIXEL, SCT and TRT.
The PIXEL detector was made of six modules (Green modules, Fig. 4.1), two in














5 . There was an overlap of about H¨Ç¨
between the two modules in each layer. The SCT detector consisted of four layers










(Red modules, Fig. 4.1). There was a  ¨Ç¨ overlap between the two modules in
each layer. Although the CTB setup approximately represents a slice of the full
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Fig. 4.1: CTB setup for PIXEL (green) and SCT (red).
ATLAS detector, SCT endcap instead of barrel modules were used. During all
the CTB runs, the front silicon side of the lower module in the third SCT layer
downstream of the beam was not functioning. The initial silicon module positions
before the alignment are given in Table 4.1. The TRT setup was made of two
barrel wedges. Each barrel wedge was equivalent to 1/16 of the circumference of
a cylinder, with inner radius of sﬂs ¯ ¨Æ¨ and outer radius of   ﬁ ¯ ﬁ¨Æ¨ and overall
length along the z-axis of  \ Hﬂsc³s°¨Æ¨ .
For some of the CTB runs the Inner Detector was exposed to a magnetic eld.
The MBPS magnet was operated at ¯ sÌﬁ A corresponding to a     T magnetic
eld pointing towards the negative Z direction. The magnetic eld was not con-
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Nominal CTB Global Module Positions
Detector Type Layer Sector Side X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm]
PIXEL 0 0 0 195.986 -7.187 12.295
PIXEL 0 1 0 195.986 7.187 12.295
PIXEL 1 0 0 234.198 -7.308 12.295
PIXEL 1 1 0 234.198 7.308 12.295
PIXEL 2 0 0 268.277 -7.396 12.295
PIXEL 2 1 0 268.277 7.396 12.295
SCT 0 0 0 378.197 25.152 -9.991
SCT 0 0 1 379.163 25.152 -9.991
SCT 0 1 0 383.717 -35.152 -9.991
SCT 0 1 1 384.683 -35.152 -9.991
SCT 1 0 0 449.697 30.152 -9.991
SCT 1 0 1 450.663 30.152 -9.991
SCT 1 1 0 455.217 -30.152 -9.991
SCT 1 1 1 456.183 -30.152 -9.991
SCT 2 0 0 521.697 30.152 -9.991
SCT 2 0 1 522.663 30.152 -9.991
SCT 2 1 0 527.217 -30.152 -9.991
SCT 2 1 1 528.183 -30.152 -9.991
SCT 3 0 0 592.697 35.152 -9.991
SCT 3 0 1 593.663 35.152 -9.991
SCT 3 1 0 598.217 -25.152 -9.991
SCT 3 1 1 599.183 -25.152 -9.991
Tab. 4.1: Nominal CTB geometry in global coordinates. All values are in mm.
stant. However, the track reconstruction software corrected for this effect.
4.1 CTB Data
The main reference CTB data was collected during the period between October
and November 2004 when all Inner Detector subsystems were operational. About
22 million events were considered as usable after ofine data validation [49]. Four
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main parameters were used to distinguish between different runs: Particle type
(electrons, pions, muons and photons), energy (2 to 350 GeV), magnetic current
(0 and -850 A) and geometry conguration (six different geometry tags, 01, 03,
04, 06, 08 and 09). The CTB beam line instrumentation which was responsible for
the trigger, beam position and quality measurements and the particle identication
as well as the read-out system are explained in Ref. [50]. Out of about 400 good
CTB runs, the eight shown in Table 4.2 are relevant for the analysis presented.
They correspond to the geometry setup 04 which was commonly chosen for the
alignment. This setup included the PIXEL, SCT and TRT detector. No extra ma-
terial layer was included. Thus, MCS effects were relatively small. Furthermore,
setup 04 corresponds to the last period of running. Therefore, data taking was
very stable and a large number of events was recorded.
CTB Runs - Geometry 04
Run Number Particle Momentum Magnet Events
2102355 pion 100 GeV 0A 83995
2102365 pion 100 GeV -850A 167986
2102399 electron 100 GeV -850A 231498
2102400 electron 50 GeV -850A 230983
2102439 electron 20 GeV -850A 52495
2102442 pion 20 GeV -850A 91943
2102452 electron 80 GeV -850A 229636
2102463 electron 180 GeV -850A 220485
Tab. 4.2: Eight CTB runs which have been used to perform and test the alignment.
The calculated alignment constants are valid for at least all those runs.
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4.2 CTB Simulation
In order to understand the measurements performed with test beam data, in this
case especially to test the quality of the calculated alignment constants, it was
necessary to simulate the CTB setup. Initially, the simulation started at the point
from where the beam was affected by CTB specic material. A total of 13.2%
radiation length was simulated in order to account for effects due to air and the
scintillators which were responsible for monitoring and triggering. With increas-
ing tracking precision due to alignment a better description of the actual beam
prole was necessary. A more realistic estimate of the beam characteristics was
then developed using measurements obtained with test beam data. Also the mag-
netic eld had to be carefully calculated. More details about the simulation can
be found in Ref. [2].
4.3 CTB Alignment
The alignment of the CTB [2] had two purposes. Firstly, the precise knowledge of
the Inner Detector module positions is necessary for reliable and efcient track-
ing, and thus affects all other studies. A special CTB alignment software based on
residual minimisation had been developed by the IFIC Valencia group [2]. How-
ever, this software had problems with magnetic eld runs. Furthermore, the cal-
culated alignment constants appeared to be unrealistic. Although these constants
did improve the CTB reconstruction, a better calculation of alignment constants
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was necessary.
Secondly, CTB data offered the rst possibility to test the three different In-
ner Detector alignment algorithms in a realistic environment. Although the CTB
consists of only a few per mill of the full ATLAS detector modules, it was a dif-
cult setup to align. Some of the CTB modules were mounted by hand which
introduced much larger misalignments than there are expected for the full ATLAS
detector. Furthermore, the narrow beam hit only part of each module which can
be seen in Fig. 4.2. This may have introduced a bias in the calculated alignment
constants, especially, as edge channels were not yet excluded in the version of the
Robust Alignment software which was used for the CTB alignment.
In the following, the procedure of CTB alignment using the RobustAlignAlg
is described. Compared to the full ATLAS detector the CTB geometry was very
simple. Thus, a straightforward implementation of Eq. 2.26 to 2.28 was used
(Eq. 4.4 and 4.5) and additional features were tested. In particular, weights D for
overlap residuals and w for residuals were dened which control the inuence of
each measurement on the alignment corrections in the local X and Y directions.
The local X and Y corrections were also weighted with the number of overlap
hits Ä ü  
íR>N
and the number of hits Ä  
íR>N






5 in Eq. 2.14. The total residual weight x

íR>N




were normalised by 
íRlN
. There is just one overlap for each two
modules in a layer. Thus, the overlap residual measurement could only be used
for the alignment constant calculations in one sector which has been arbitrarily
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Fig. 4.2: Left: X-Y Projection of the detected CTB beam after alignment with run
2102355 data. Right: First PIXEL layer is shown in the Z-R y plane (Ellipse in
left plot). The colour shows the number of hits in the given area of the detector.
chosen to be sector 1. The alignment constants ð
íRlN








































































With this method, the RobustAlignAlg aligned successfully all 14 CTB modules
in the local X and Y direction. The algorithm converged quickly on a stable so-
lution without any alignment specic track selection. It improved the residual
distributions signicantly as can be seen in Fig. 4.3. The results are comparable
with the other three algorithms [2]. None of the major challenges which limited
the performance of the RobustAlignAlg during the CTB alignment should affect
the alignment of the full detector setup with collision data. The alignment con-
stants are given in Table 4.3 and 4.4.
The reconstruction for the alignment presented was performed in release 11.2.0
together with InDetTBRecExample-00-02-50 and several other packages1 which
contained improvements in the tracking software and the geometry description
as well as further developments of the alignment tools. The actual alignment al-
1 TrkDistributedKalmanFilter-00-00-32, TrkGeometry-00-05-04, TrkDetDescrTools-
00-03-04, TrkDetDescrSvc-00-00-06, TrkExInterfaces-00-01-01, TrkExTools-02-13-05,
InDetTrackingGeometry-00-06-04, InDetReadoutGeometry-01-30-00, SiRobustAlignTools-
00-00-16, InDetAlignGenTools-00-01-09.
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Entries  178691
Mean   0.0004007
RMS    0.01836
Constant  63± 1.555e+04 
Mean      0.000053± 0.001549 
Sigma     0.00008± 0.01172 
Local X Residual [mm]
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PIXEL Entries  537943
Mean   -0.0002318
RMS    0.02553
Constant  88± 3.746e+04 
Mean      0.0000629± 0.0004964 
Sigma     0.00011± 0.02217 
Local X Residual [mm]
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Fig. 4.3: Local X residual distributions for the CTB PIXEL (left) and SCT (right)
detectors: Initial alignment (blue) and after Robust Alignment (red with t) with
run 2102355.
gorithm used for the CTB alignment is in SiRobustAlignAlgs-00-00-41. A total
of 72 553 events with   ﬁﬂﬁ

 pions not being exposed to a magnetic eld (run
2102355) were reconstructed with the CTBTracking straight line tter. The CTB
alignment was performed with unbiased residuals, thus each hit which was used
for the alignment constant calculation had been removed from track t. Only the
central parts of the PIXEL and especially the SCT modules were illuminated in
these events. Other runs which used the magnetic eld hit other parts of the sili-
con detector. Although, the alignment was performed only with one run, the nal
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alignment constants were also valid for all other runs, with or without magnetic
eld. An example showing the improvement in the momentum measurement of
pions after the Robust Alignment is shown in Fig. 4.4. The momentum resolu-
tions, which are shown in Fig. 4.5 for various runs, are up to 50% larger than
expected from simulation. Due to bremsstrahlung, the momentum resolution for
electrons is slightly larger than for pions. In total, 30 iterations on a single CPU
were performed to align the CTB detector elements. However, as can be seen
in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7, already after 15 iterations stable results were achieved. As
Constant  39.5±  7427 
Mean      0.01± 20.48 
Sigma     0.01±  1.16 
Momentum [GeV]









Constant  54± 1.037e+04 
Mean      0.00002± 0.04863 
Sigma     0.000022± 0.002809 
1 / Momentum [1/GeV]






Fig. 4.4: Left: Measured momentum of pions in run 2102442 ( HÌﬁ

C ) before
(blue) and after (red with t) the alignment. Right: Inverse momentum before
(blue) and after (red with t) the alignment. This run was not used for the align-
ment.
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Momentum resolution electron runs with B field
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Momentum resolution pion runs with B field
Fig. 4.5: Momentum resolution after alignment for all algorithms for all investi-
gated CTB runs. Left: Runs with electrons. Right: Runs with pions [2].
can be seen in Fig 4.8, after 30 iterations the shifts in the local X direction were
of the order of one micron pointing in the same direction. This corresponds to a
tiny global shift to which tracking is insensitive. Thus, it can be concluded that
the algorithm converged to stable alignment constants. The statistical uncertainty
on the module measurement is represented by the error bars in Fig 4.8. It is on
average of the order of one micron. As can be seen in Fig. 4.9, the track quality
improves signicantly already after the rst few iterations.
In the CTB run which was used for the alignment, there were about 10 to
50 times more hits than overlap hits depending on the part of the detector and
the stage of alignment. Thus, the measurements from residual distributions and
overlap residual distributions were weighted such that both types had an almost
similar inuence2 on the calculation of the alignment constants. The experience
2 A equals to 10 and B equals to 1 were used for the final alignment. Other values were tested
which, however, only changed the speed of the convergence rather than on the final result itself.
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Fig. 4.6: PIXEL detector: Change of mean (blue circles) and RMS (red squares)
for local X residuals and overlap residuals as a function of iterations.
from the CTB alignment about combining residuals and overlap residuals led to
the more sophisticated algorithm which was used for the alignment of the SR1
and nal detector setup.
The nal monitoring results presented in this thesis were produced with Athena
release 12.0.3. Changes in the ofine software between release 11.2.0 and 12.0.3
seemed to affect the alignment slightly. However, time constraints did not allow
to redo the alignment with the latter release. Furthermore, there were limitations
for the Robust Alignment of the CTB which will not appear with collision data
in the full ATLAS detector setup. Firstly, some modules had been mounted by
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Fig. 4.7: SCT detector: Change of mean (blue circles) and RMS (red squares) for
local X residuals and overlap residuals as a function of iterations.
hand. Thus, signicant tilts could not have been avoided. In contrast to the other
algorithms the RobustAlignAlg does not correct for rotations. Therefore, after
alignment there is still a clear linear "$# dependence on the residuals as can be
seen in Fig. 4.10. Studies performed with the Global and the Local çú5 algo-
rithms showed that, indeed, there were tilts of the order of 10 mrad around the
local Y axis. Furthermore, it was shown that this "c# dependence vanishes if the
modules get rotated accordingly [51]. These tilts are the main reason why the
residuals achieved by the Robust Alignment are not as small as the ones achieved
by the other algorithms (see Fig. 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14). The modules with
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Fig. 4.8: Shifts in the local X direction for the ﬀﬂﬁ ﬃ! iteration of CTB alignment.
The error bars give the statistical uncertainty on that measurement.
the biggest residuals after the Robust Alignment correspond to the modules with
the largest rotations. The silicon modules for the nal ATLAS detector, however,
were mounted on very precise mounting pins which do not allow large displace-
ments. Therefore, much smaller and less signicant tilts are expected. Secondly,
the PIXEL local Y residuals showed a triple peak structure (Section 4.4) which
was an artifact of the CTB setup. This made the mean of the residuals less stable
with respect to small shifts. Simulation studies showed that this problem does not
exist for the full detector setup. Furthermore, the biases in the means of the resid-
ual distributions may be explained by edge-channel effects in the overlap residual
calculations. As the algorithm centres both residuals and overlap residuals simul-
taneously, a bias in the overlap residual distribution introduces an immediate bias
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Fig. 4.9: Change in mean track ç 5 over degrees of freedom and reconstruction
efciency as a function of iterations. A minimum track çù5 of 15 is required in
each iteration.
in the residual distribution after alignment. Unfortunately, the Athena releases
where edge channels can be removed for the Robust Alignment were not compat-
ible with the releases used for the CTB reconstruction. Therefore, this hypothesis
was not tested.
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Fig. 4.10: Pixel local X residuals vs. "c# in run 2102355 after Robust Alignment
for each of the six modules [2].
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PIXEL - Run 2102355




















PIXEL - Run 2102439




















PIXEL - Run 2102400




















PIXEL - Run 2102452




















PIXEL - Run 2102399




















PIXEL - Run 2102463




















PIXEL - Run 2102442




















PIXEL - Run 2102365
Fig. 4.11: PIXEL mean residuals after alignment for all algorithms for all investi-
gated CTB runs [2]. Module numbering: Layer / Sector.
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PIXEL - Run 2102355


















PIXEL - Run 2102439
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PIXEL - Run 2102452
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PIXEL - Run 2102365
Fig. 4.12: PIXEL residuals sigma after alignment for all algorithms for all inves-
tigated CTB runs [2]. Module numbering: Layer / Sector.
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SCT - Run 2102355


















SCT - Run 2102439
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SCT - Run 2102365
Fig. 4.13: SCT mean residuals after alignment for all algorithms for all investi-
gated CTB runs [2]. Module numbering: Layer / Sector / Side. The wafer 2/1/0
was not functioning.
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SCT - Run 2102365
Fig. 4.14: SCT residuals sigma after alignment for all algorithms for all investi-
gated CTB runs [2]. Module numbering: Layer / Sector / Side. The wafer 2/1/0
was not functioning.
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CTB Global Module Positions after Alignment
Detector Type Layer Sector Side X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm]
PIXEL 0 0 0 195.834 -7.482 12.032
PIXEL 0 1 0 195.948 6.974 11.988
PIXEL 1 0 0 234.207 -7.286 12.344
PIXEL 1 1 0 234.189 7.274 12.246
PIXEL 2 0 0 268.317 -7.295 12.472
PIXEL 2 1 0 268.305 7.500 12.399
SCT 0 0 0 378.197 24.992 -10.295
SCT 0 0 1 379.163 24.992 -10.295
SCT 0 1 0 383.717 -35.330 -9.901
SCT 0 1 1 384.683 -35.330 -9.901
SCT 1 0 0 449.697 30.029 -9.437
SCT 1 0 1 450.663 30.029 -9.437
SCT 1 1 0 455.217 -30.242 -8.933
SCT 1 1 1 456.183 -30.242 -8.933
SCT 2 0 0 521.697 30.074 -8.198
SCT 2 0 1 522.663 30.074 -8.198
SCT 2 1 0 527.217 -30.117 -8.194
SCT 2 1 1 528.183 -30.117 -8.194
SCT 3 0 0 592.697 35.354 -7.481
SCT 3 0 1 593.663 35.354 -7.481
SCT 3 1 0 598.217 -24.931 -6.996
SCT 3 1 1 599.183 -24.931 -6.996
Tab. 4.3: CTB geometry measured with the Robust Alignment in global coordi-
nates. All values are in mm.
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CTB Local Module Positions after Alignment
Detector Type Layer Sector X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm]
PIXEL 0 0 -0.335 -0.262 0
PIXEL 0 1 -0.219 -0.305 0
PIXEL 1 0 0.021 0.053 0
PIXEL 1 1 -0.039 -0.046 0
PIXEL 2 0 0.106 0.182 0
PIXEL 2 1 0.104 0.110 0
SCT 0 0 -0.174 0.285 0
SCT 0 1 -0.185 -0.095 0
SCT 1 0 -0.102 -0.575 0
SCT 1 1 -0.136 -1.070 0
SCT 2 0 -0.007 -1.816 0
SCT 2 1 -0.041 -1.818 0
SCT 3 0 0.302 -2.524 0
SCT 3 1 0.097 -3.026 0
Tab. 4.4: CTB geometry measured with the Robust Alignment in local coordi-
nates. All values are in mm and show the difference to the nominal geometry
where all local positions are at zero.
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4.4 PIXEL Local Y Residuals
In contrast to the full ATLAS detector, the CTB setup is placed in the beam such
that most particles hit the PIXEL detector perpendicularly to the active silicon.
Due to the large dimension (  ﬁﬂﬁ¨ ) of each PIXEL in the local Y direction
compared to the silicon thickness of ﬀﬂﬁﬁ¨ , the drift of the charge carriers is
small in this direction. As a consequence, most of the PIXEL clusters are made
of a single PIXEL column. The position of the cluster is then in the middle of
the PIXEL which leads to almost discrete residuals. This effect has a signicant
inuence on the alignment and is explained in more detail in Ref. [2].
4.5 Ganged PIXEL Hits
During the alignment of the CTB it was discovered that ganged pixel hits may
affect the process signicantly. As described in Section 1.2.2, ganged pixels are
pixels that are connected to the same readout channel. Due to this connection,
information about which pixel actually red is lost. The CTB implementation of
the reconstruction software translates this information into a greater uncertainty on
the hit position. In a highly misaligned environment, hits with a large uncertainty
on their position reduce the track çV5 as can be seen in Fig. 4.15. Thus, if there is a
limit on the track quality ganged pixel hits are favoured in a misaligned detector.
The default CTB tracking which was used for the alignment applied a limit on the
ratio of track ç5 to number of degrees of freedom of 15. With this requirement
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Fig. 4.15: For each track which contains at least one PIXEL hit the track çú5 /
number of DoF’s is shown. All tracks which contain at least one ganged PIXEL hit
are presented (solid line) and all other tracks (dashed line). The nominal detector
geometry has been used. The track quality has been relaxed from 15 to 100. This
relaxation increases the number of PIXEL hits per track from 1.1 to 2.2 and the
number of SCT hits per track from 7.0 to 7.7.
there were about 50% ganged PIXEL hits and 50% other hits in reconstructed
tracks of CTB data, if the detector elements were assumed to be in their nominal
position. In order to remove this bias from the alignment constants calculation,
ganged PIXEL hits had to be excluded. More detailed studies showed that ganged
pixel hits should only be removed from the alignment process if the limit on the
track çy5 has a signicant effect on the tracking efciency. A small ratio of ganged
PIXEL hits does not affect the alignment.
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4.6 CPU Usage for CTB Alignment
The alignment of the CTB detector elements required 15 to 30 iterations which
used 70 to 130 minutes each on a single CPU. With improving alignment, the
tracking algorithm spent a decreasing amount of time to reconstruct good tracks.
On the other hand the alignment algorithm had to operate with more tracks lead-
ing to an increase in CPU time consumption. As can be seen in Fig. 4.16, the
RobustAlignAlg’s CPU time usage is negligible compared to that of the tracking
algorithms. As described in Section 2.5 the RobustAlignAlg offers the possibility
of distributed alignment. There was, however, no need to use this option for the
alignment of the CTB.
Fig. 4.16: CPU consumption for each iteration in seconds per 10k events: Total
(red), SiCTBTracking (green) and RobustAlignAlg (blue).
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5. SCT ALIGNMENT WITH SR1 COSMIC RAY DATA
In 2006, tracks from cosmic rays were collected with the SCT barrels and endcap
disks in two uncorrelated setups. The statistics for the SCT endcaps runs, however,
appeared to be too low for Robust Alignment studies. Therefore, the following
chapter only concerns the SCT barrels.
The SCT barrels were designed and built in a collaborative international effort.
2112 SCT barrel modules were produced in different countries before being sent
to Oxford for precision assembly. From 2004 to 2005, all SCT modules were
mounted onto a carbon bre support structure using two purpose built robots.
During the assembly the robot was measuring the location of the mounting holes
in its own frame with a precision of about 40 microns [52]. These 3-dimensional
measurements were then converted into the ATLAS coordinate system. However,
the systematical uncertainties may have exceeded 100 microns due the fact that
the actual position of the robot, which was for example affected by changes in the
setup or temperature, was not known [53]. Thus, it was concluded that these mea-
surements should not be used as an input for the SCT alignment. After completion
and intensive testing, each of the SCT barrels was shipped to CERN where the -
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nal assembly took place. In order to measure part of the initial SCT alignment,
three photogrammetric surveys were performed which are described in Ref. [54],
Ref. [55] and Ref. [56]. Furthermore, part of the SCT was connected to the read
out system in order to collect tracks from cosmic rays. This data was used for the
SCT barrel alignment. The resulting knowledge about the alignment of the SCT
barrel was then compared with the analysis of the photogrammetric surveys.
5.1 Cosmic Muons
The Earth’s atmosphere is continuously hit by a ux of protons (90%), ø -particles
(9%) and electrons (1%). Their energy spectrum spans from a few MeV up to
 
ﬁ5z GeV. The primary cosmic rays engage in nuclear interactions within the at-
mosphere and create secondary particles, mostly mesons. These mesons decay
in muons, electrons, photons and neutrinos. At sea level mainly muons are de-
tectable as neutrinos hardly interact with matter at all and electrons and photons
loose too much energy while traversing through the atmosphere. The mean en-
ergy of muons at sea level is about 4 GeV. The energy spectrum is at below 1
GeV and steepens gradually to reect the primary spectrum ( {|u § 5<} ± ) in the 10
to 100 GeV range and asymptotically becomes one power steeper for energies far
beyond 1 TeV [25].
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5.2 SCT Barrel SR1 Setup
The rst test of the SCT barrel with cosmic ray muons was performed on the
surface inside the SR1 building at CERN. The whole setup consisted of all four
SCT barrels, the TRT and three scintillator layers. The scintillators were used to
trigger cosmic ray events and are described in more detail in Section 5.9. Only
part of the SCT and TRT (Fig. 5.1) was connected to the read out system. In total
467 SCT modules and 24 TRT modules were used to measure tracks from cosmic
rays. A layer of 15cm concrete (Fig. 5.10) prevented muons with a momentum
smaller than about 100 to 200 MeV to reach the lower scintillator. The collected











Fig. 5.1: SR1 SCT and TRT setup. The outer three layers show the TRT, the inner
four layers the SCT. The marked area around the blue track shows the modules
which were active during cosmic ray data taking.
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5.3 SCT Barrel Alignment using Cosmic Ray Data
The tracks reconstructed from cosmic data collected in the SR1 building provided
the rst possibility to align part of the nal ATLAS detector. Furthermore, this
setup was ideal to test the whole alignment chain as well as to perform detailed
analyses in order to understand the performance of the SCT. These tracks were ei-
ther single muon tracks or multiple particle tracks that arose from showers. Show-
ers were produced through cosmic muons interacting with material near the de-
tector. An example of an event with multiple tracks can be seen in Fig. 5.2. For
the alignment, both types of tracks have been used.
The RobustAlignAlg aligned successfully all 467 modules of the SR1 SCT
setup in the local X and Y direction. The algorithm converged to a stable solution
Fig. 5.2: Reconstructed track produced during run 2992. White points represent
hits in the TRT, yellow points hits in the SCT and red points SCT hits associated
with the track. The track tter assumes the track to be a straight line.
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without any alignment specic track selection. The nal alignment constants im-
prove the residual and overlap residual distributions (Fig. 5.3) signicantly. After
alignment, the distributions are much narrower and nicely centered around zero.
The layer and side dependence of the residual widths is caused by MCS and also
appears in simulated data (see Section 5.5).
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Fig. 5.3: Residuals and overlap residuals (means and widths) for each layer and
side before (white circles) and after Robust Alignment (black triangles). Top:
Mean SCT local X residuals. Second line: Unbiased SCT local X residual widths.
Third line: Mean SCT local X local X overlap residuals. Bottom: Biased SCT
local X local X overlap residual widths.
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Fig. 5.4: The colours show the statistical uncertainty (in microns) on the align-
ment constants measurement for the local X (left) and local Y (right) coordinate.
Layer, Ring and Sector are dened in Table 1.3.
The reconstruction for the alignment presented here was performed in release
12.0.6 together with InDetCosmicRecExample-00-00-87. The actual alignment
algorithm used for the SR1 alignment is SiRobustAlignAlgs-00-02-03 together
with SiRobustAlignTools-00-00-29. For the alignment presented 200k events col-
lected in 13 runs1 were used. This dataset is about half of the available sample and
is sufcient to produce alignment constants with a statistical uncertainty of mostly
1 The runs used for the alignment were 2935 (15679 events), 2939 (15127 events), 2986 (7223
events), 2989 (4528 events), 2992 (31897 events), 2996 (21297 events), 2997 (56473 events),
3007 (10045 events), 3013 (16145 events), 3023 (2697 events), 3024 (12764 events), 3026 (3279
events) and 3027 (6623 events). More details about these runs can be found in Appendix D.
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1 ¨ in local X and about 40 ¨ in local Y as can be seen in Fig. 5.4. The nal
alignment constants were produced with biased residuals. However, tests showed
that performing alignment with unbiased residuals produces alignment constants
of similar quality.
Due to the design of the SCT, misalignments in the local X direction also affect
residuals in the local Y direction. In order to give the alignment of the precise co-
ordinate more weight at the beginning, the rst fourty iterations were performed
applying shifts which were reduced by a factor of 2 for the local X direction and
10 for the local Y direction2. This leads to a smooth initial alignment when cor-
rections are relatively large. A requirement on the minimum hits per module of
50 was applied in order to align all modules. Already the rst 10 iterations lead
to quite stable alignment constants. In the   ﬁ ﬃ! iteration, modules were shifted
only by less than   ﬁ¨ in the precise direction (Fig. 5.5). The nal thirty iter-
ations were performed with no damping factor, neither for local X nor for local
Y, and a requirement on the minimum hits per module of 1000. This excluded a
few modules at the limit of acceptance. The alignment algorithm converged (See
Section 2.3) after a total of 68 iterations. Thus, the last few iterations did not
shift any module. Repeated problems with data access to the CERN data storage
system appeared during the alignment process. Therefore, some of the iterations
were performed with less than 200k events. This lead to statistical uctuations
in the alignment constant calculation. Thus, it is very likely that the alignment
2 Other values only affect the speed of convergence
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Fig. 5.5: For the rst 10 iterations the shifts in the local X direction are shown:
layer 0 (black), layer 1 (red), layer 2 (green) and layer 3 (blue).
would have converged within less iterations in a more stable environment. Also,
the second part of the alignment procedure could have been performed already at
an earlier stage in order to save time.
The alignment with SR1 data was performed with distributed alignment. In
each iteration 10 independent computers reconstructed 20k events each and pro-
duced les with alignment information. In a second step these les were merged
and alignment constants calculated. Each iteration used about 30 minutes of com-
puting time. Neglecting the waiting time for the CERN batch system an overall
integrated time of about 34 hours was used for the alignment. However, already
after 5 hours good alignment constants were produced. The nal 50 iterations
which lead to full convergence only improved the residual widths by a few mi-
crons.
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5.4 Residual Bias in SR1 Data
In the SR1 cosmic ray data, a negative bias of a few microns in the side 0 local
X residuals and a positive bias of a few microns in the side 1 local X residuals
was discovered. This lead to a global shift in the local Y residual distribution
which is equivalent to a global displacement of the whole detector. In principle,
tracking should be invariant under systematic global transformations. This effect
was not seen in the simulated data sample and it may be explained with systematic
misalignments in the local X direction.
As can be seen in Section 5.7, the SCT layers 0 and 2 appear3 to be rotated in
the negative % -direction around the beam-pipe w.r.t. to layer 1 and 3. The t of a
straight line through these layers minimises the sum of distances to the individual
strips. In the 2-dimensional projection of the detector onto a plane perpendicular
to the beam pipe (as in Fig. 5.2), it is clear that the systematic barrel rotations
lead to a positive bias in the residuals of the % -wafers (see Section 1.2.2) in layer
0 and 2, and a negative bias in the residuals of the % -wafers in layer 1 and 3.
The geometry of the stereo-wafers, however, allows the residuals in these detector
elements to be further optimised by shifting the track along the global Z direction.
The biases in the % -wafers are equivalent to the negative residual bias in side 0
and the positive bias in side 1 wafers. In fact, it was further shown that already
the alignment in the local X direction partly resolves the observed residual shift.
3 It is either a real rotation or an apparent rotation caused by a systematic bias in the track
reconstruction.
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In Fig. 5.6, it can be seen that after Robust Alignment, the mean of the local Y
residual distribution is consistent with zero.
Although, the width of the local Y residual distribution improved signicantly
during the alignment process, it appeared to be much wider than expected. However,
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Fig. 5.6: SCT local Y residuals before (left) and after (right) alignment. All barrels
together (grey with t) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1
(green), layer 2 (blue) and layer 3 (yellow).
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studies have shown that the particular structure of the SCT leads to an amplica-
tion of multiple scattering effects by a factor of about 14 compared to PIXEL-like
detectors (see Section 3.2).
5.5 Effect of MCS on SR1 Local X Residuals
As can be seen in Fig. 5.3 and 5.7, the magnitudes of the SR1 local X residual
widths depend on the layer and the side number of the SCT modules. Both effects
are caused by MCS.
The dependence of the residual widths on the layer number can be explained
by a simple 2-dimensional model. A cosmic ray that traverses through the SCT
causes signals in the upper and the lower part of the detector. In the 2-dimensional
projection of the detector onto a plane perpendicular to the beam pipe (see Fig. 5.2),
these hits can be described as points. Due to MCS, these points are spread out
rather than being located on a straight line. The track tter reconstructs the track
by minimising the distances, i.e. residuals, of a straight line to all of these points.
The hits in the upper and the lower part of the detector are separated from each
other. Therefore, the track t can be considered as a t of a straight line to two
separated clouds of points. The track which corresponds to the solution with the
minimal sum of residuals goes through the centre of both clouds. Hence, the resid-
uals are the smallest in these centres which correspond to layer 1 and 2. Therefore,
on average the residuals in layer 1 and 2 are smaller than in layer 0 and 3.
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The dependence of the residuals on the side number can be understood with
a 3-dimensional model which describes four layers of the SCT. One module in
each of the layers are enough for this purpose. It is important to recall the special
design of the SCT as it is described in Section 1.2.2 and that the actual ight path
of the cosmic ray muon is not a straight line, but is changed from layer to layer
due to MCS. For simplicity it is assumed that the tted track is perpendicular to
the module planes. The track tter, tting a straight line, minimises the distances
to the hits in the % - and stereo-wafers. If misalignments are neglected, biased
local X residuals in the % -wafers directly reect the magnitude of MCS in that
direction. The residuals in the stereo-wafers, however, can be further minimised
by shifting the track along the local Y direction. Therefore, biased residuals are
generally smaller in stereo- than in % -wafers. Unbiasing residuals reverses the ef-
fect. Removing a hit on a % -wafer from the track t does not change the position
of the track signicantly. However, removing a hit on a stereo-wafer from the
track t gives the stereo-wafer in the next-but-one layer a large weight on the de-
termination of the track position in the local Y direction. Therefore, the track may
be signicantly shifted away from its actual position along the local Y direction,
leading to a large hit residual for the hit that was removed. Therefore, unbiased
residuals are larger in stereo-wafers than in % -wafers.
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5.6 Comparison with other Alignment Algorithms
The SCT barrel alignment constants calculated by the Robust Alignment and the
other two algorithms give a rst hint about the magnitude of the real SCT mis-
alignments. In order to get comparable alignment constants, all analysed sets were
transformed into a common coordinate system. Thus, a global translation and ro-
tation was applied to the SCT barrel detector in order to minimise the differences
between the three alignment constants sets. As can be seen in Table 5.1, the mag-
nitude of the shifts in the local X direction is on average of the order   ﬁﬂﬁ°¨ . This
value is in accordance with the expectations from the build tolerances. The Robust
Alignment algorithm systematically obtains smaller shifts in the local X direction
than the other two algorithms. However, the Robust Alignment constants for the
local Y direction appear to be generally larger. Module rotations may transform
a local X shift partly into a local Y shift. In contrast to the other algorithms, the
Robust Alignment does not rotate modules. Thus, the results from the three al-
gorithms may be consistent in the overall magnitude of the shifts. The local Y
alignment constants are on average of the order É ﬁﬂﬁ¨ . This is much larger than
expected. As the statistical uncertainties on these measurements are mostly of the
order of  ﬁ°¨ , the origin for these large shifts is not quite understood. Indeed, it
may be that the actual misalignments are that large. However, it is also possible
that the large displacements are due to systematic module movements along the
global Z direction away from the centre of the detector. Track based alignment
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Alignment Constants - RMS [ ¨ ] / Mean [ ¨ ]
SCT Layer / Shift Robust Alignment Local çù5 Global ç5
RMS Mean RMS Mean RMS Mean
0 / Local X 70 19 97 -23 135 20
1 / Local X 62 -6 84 -44 141 18
2 / Local X 65 73 95 20 128 48
3 / Local X 78 35 95 -21 142 44
0 / Local Y 639 117 559 74 418 90
1 / Local Y 713 69 505 84 450 126
2 / Local Y 743 -138 673 -94 568 -26
3 / Local Y 888 19 687 58 698 100
Tab. 5.1: Means and widths of the Local X and Y SR1 alignment constant dis-
tributions for the four SCT detector layers after removing global translations and
rotations.
algorithms are not sensitive to all such global distortions and may actually con-
verge on them. Furthermore, if the systematic barrel rotations are different along
the global Z direction, the effect described in Section 5.4 may introduce module
movements which are equivalent to telescope modes. Indeed, all the sets of align-
ment constants determined by the three algorithms showed partly telescope-like
deformations.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.7 the Robust Alignment produces slightly wider resid-
uals than the other algorithms. However, the overall efciency4 (Fig. 5.8) is
similar and the residuals are more centered (Fig. 5.7). This result is in accor-
dance with the basic principles of the algorithms. The Robust Alignment centres
4 The efficiency is defined as the ratio between the numbers of observed and expected hits.
For a track, the number of expected hits in each layer or disk is calculated after removing hits, if
present, from the detector element, refitting the track with quality requirements and extrapolating
the refitted track to the respective element. If the intersection point is within the fiducial area of
the module and less than 2.0 mm away from the bond gap a hit is expected.
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residuals whereas the other algorithms minimise them.
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Fig. 5.7: Unbiased hit residuals for three alignment scenarios: Robust Alignment
(red triangles), Local ç5 Alignment (green circles) and Global çV5 Alignment (blue
squares). Upper plot: Mean of local X residual distribution layer by layer. Lower
plot: Fitted width of hit residual distributions layer by layer.
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Fig. 5.8: Hit efciencies for four alignment scenarios: No alignment (white cir-
cles), Robust Alignment (red triangles), Local çù5 Alignment (green circles) and
Global ç5 Alignment (blue squares).
5.7 Alignment Results vs. Photogrammetry Measurements
Due to the absence of a magnetic eld during SR1 data taking all tracks com-
ing from cosmic rays are straight lines. Thus, this setup was ideal to determine
the relative SCT barrel rotations in % . A similar measurement was performed
analysing the photogrammetry data [57]. The rst set of the three photogramme-
try measurements, which was taken in November 2005 [54], was precise enough
to determine relative barrel rotations. However, these measurements were taken
before the insertion of the SCT into the TRT. Especially, the mounting of the SCT
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on the temporary support was completely different to its mounting on rails inside
the TRT which may have lead to signicant global distortions of the SCT barrels.
This type of distortions may create systematic radius dependent barrel rotations.
Fig. 5.9 shows the measurement of the photogrammetry data in comparison with
the measurements performed by the three track based alignment algorithms. The
track based algorithms measure the same relative barrel rotations within the er-
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Fig. 5.9: For each SCT Layer the relative rotation of the whole SCT barrel in
% is shown in mrad (left) and the relative Z shift in mm (right). White circle:
Photogrammetry measurement. Red triangle: Robust Alignment. Green circle:
Local ç5 Alignment. Blue square: Global çV5 Alignment. The alignment sets have
been transformed into a common reference frame and the global shifts normalised
to those of layer 3.
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rors. The results from the photogrammetry data are different in two layers. It is
not quite clear whether this difference arises from actual barrel movements or from
systematic uncertainties in the photogrammetry measurements which may not be
perfectly understood. The systematic deformations mentioned above may explain
the difference. Furthermore, the relative barrel shifts in the global Z direction
were analysed. Again, all alignment algorithms determined the same systematic
distortions within their uncertainties.
Although, the barrel was shifted between SR1 data taking and its nal posi-
tion in the ATLAS cavern, the alignment constants which have been derived are
expected to be valid for the nal setup. An analysis of tracks from cosmic rays
which will be collected in the detector pit before and also after the start of particle
collisions from the LHC may have to conrm this statement.
5.8 Comparison of Alignment Results with Simulation
Usually, comparisons between reconstructed data using the aligned geometry and
simulated data give insight about the quality of the obtained alignment constants.
These comparisons, however, require that the same physical processes are simu-
lated as there are expected to appear in the actual experiment. Due to the layer
of concrete above the lower trigger, the cosmic muon rays were expected to have
momenta larger than about 100 to 200 uw . It is not clear how many cosmic ray
tracks in that momentum range are actually present in the collected data sample.
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Furthermore, the cosmic ray data sample includes also multiple particle tracks
arising from showers. The simulated data sample, however, only consists of sin-
gle muon tracks with a momentum higher than 200 uw . Therefore, MCS is less
dominant and the track topology much simpler in the latter sample. Residual dis-
tributions are a good indicator of the alignment quality. However, at low momenta
the widths of these distributions are dominated by MCS. Also, hit efciencies de-
pend signicantly on MCS and the track topology. For the given reasons it was
concluded that simulation studies should not be used to determine the SR1 align-
ment quality. Detailed simulation studies for the full Inner Detector alignment are
presented in Chapter 6.
5.9 Timing of SCT Barrel Cosmic Ray Data
The cosmic ray data were triggered using three layers of Eljen EJ-200 scintillators
of the size  \ ¨ÜL  ﬁz¨ L H$tsz¨ which are shown in Fig. 5.10. The setup
and a more detailed analysis is described in Ref. [58]. The three scintillators were
arranged such that a wide angular distribution of cosmic ray muons hit the scintil-
lators and the instrumented sectors of the TRT and SCT. One of the scintillators
was placed above the SCT, two of them below. In particular, the cosmic ray trig-
ger was formed by taking the coincidence between the top and the middle layers.
The time of an output pulse emerging from one of the two Hamamatsu R2150
phototubes attached to both ends of the scintillators differed by a few nanosec-
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onds depending upon where the particle hit the scintillator detector. Therefore,
a Model 624 Octal Meantimer was used to equalize the photon transit time by
providing an output pulse at always a xed time independent of where the impact
occurred. That way a time resolution in the time of ight measurement of 0.5ns
was achieved. Also, the charge deposited was measured in order to ensure that the
event was triggered by a charged particle.
The timing of the cosmic ray data was analysed for two purposes. Firstly, the
impact of the momentum, and thus multiple scattering, on the SCT hit resolu-
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Fig. 5.10: The blue boxes, one above the Inner Detector and two below, show
the cosmic ray scintillator setup. Each of the scintillator parts, HSC-1, -2 and -3,
consists of two layers. The white box directly below the Inner Detector symbolises
the concrete oor.
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tion had to be understood. Secondly, in the simulation of cosmic ray events a
% -dependence of the mean residuals had been found. A careful analysis showed
that in the simulation, timing of the hits had a clear impact on this effect [59]. The
time-dependent modeling of the electronic response makes the signal depend on
the depth in the silicon at which ionisation is deposited and on the distance from
the readout strip. These values depend on the angle of the track with respect to the
silicon plane. Thus, tracks which hit the silicon at a relatively large angle may re-
ceive a bias in the hit position. It is known that the angular distribution for cosmic
ray tracks is quite different from the distribution which is expected to appear in
collision data. Indeed, xing the time in the digitisation to the time which is nor-
mally expected for hits coming from collisions at the interaction point solved the
problem [59]. However, it is not quite clear whether this solution has the correct
physical meaning. For the two reasons given it was necessary to investigate the
dependence of residual distributions on the trigger time in real cosmic ray data.
The analysed ntuple is based on 71391 events which were collected in the
runs 2939, 3007, 3028 and 3098 (Appendix D). The combined ntuple was pro-
duced with the InDetCosmicRecExample package tag 00-00-72 in Athena release
12.0.3. In this analysis six variables in the combined ntuple shown in Table 5.2
were used. The meaning of the various channels is described in Table 5.3. In
order to analyse the effect of the momentum on the residuals, a time of ight mea-
surement was performed. The variable tdc phase contains the time measurement
for each channel stored in tdc channel. The cosmic trigger is random with respect
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CBNT Variables
Variable Name Denition
tdc ntdcs Total number of TDC channels that were hit
tdc channel Number of TDC channel
tdc phase Phase of given TDC channel
trk SctRes SCT hit residual
trk Sct phi Sector number in SCT barrel
trk Sct layer SCT layer number
Tab. 5.2: Combined ntuple variables used in the timing analysis.
TDC Channels
Channel Denition Name
Channel 1 Top scintillator - Side 1 HSC-1B
Channel 2 Top scintillator - Side 2 HSC-1A
Channel 3 Middle scintillator - Side 1 HSC-2B
Channel 4 Middle scintillator - Side 2 HSC-2A
Channel 5 Bottom scintillator - Side 1 HSC-3B
Channel 6 Bottom scintillator - Side 2 HSC-3A
Channel 7 Top scintillator - Meantime HSC-1
Channel 8 Middle scintillator - Meantime HSC-2
Channel 9 Bottom scintillator - Meantime HSC-3
Tab. 5.3: Denition of TDC channels.
to the 40 MHz system clock, generated by the ATLAS Local Timing Processor.
The trigger is synchronised with the clock. The start of the Time to Digital Con-
verter (TDC) was a clocked signal and all the times were measured relative to
that. Thus, the time of ight between the upper and the bottom scintillator is the
time difference between channel 9 and channel 7. These two channels measure
the meantime of both scintillator sides in the bottom and upper scintillator, respec-
tively. The time difference peaks at about 18.5ns. The dependence of the muon
incidence angle ' on the geometrical length of ight, and thus on the average time
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of ight, is   «ÊæÄ.C'ﬂ2 . The non-linear propagation of the signal between the two
sides of the scintillator leads to an additional ' dependence which is difcult to
predict. It was attempted to correct for this effect using different tting functions.
A quadratic t appeared to be most reasonable. However, this correction led to
an improvement in measurement resolution of only about 8ps. Thus, in the fol-
lowing study only the raw time of ight measurement was used. The events were
divided in two groups: Events with slow particles which have a time difference
between channel 9 and 7 greater than 18.5ns and events with fast particles which
have a time difference smaller than 18.5ns. For the fast particles it is furthermore
required that the time difference was positive. In Fig. 5.11 it can be seen that the
RMS of the SCT residual distribution, trk SctRes, is about ﬀﬂﬁ¨ smaller for fast
particles than it is for slow ones. Unfortunately, this possible selection reduces
statistics by about 50%. Thus, it is unlikely that this selection of events would
improve the alignment of the SCT using cosmic tracks signicantly.
In the simulation, timing had a clear effect on the SCT residuals which led to
a signicant residual- % -dependence. In order to compare these results with real
data, the detector elements in the SR1 setup were divided in three parts: Modules
in the upper part with large values of % which are the sectors 8, 9, 11 and 13 in the
layers 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively (Fig. 5.1); modules in the upper part with small
values of % which are the sectors 5, 5, 6 and 8 in layers 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively;
and all other modules. The timing dependence was analysed for two channels,
channel 8 and 9. In each of the channels most of the hits were in a time window
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Fig. 5.11: Left: Unbiased SCT residuals for fast particles where the time differ-
ence between channel 9 and 7 was positive, but smaller than 18.5ns. Right: Unbi-
ased SCT residuals for slow particles where the time difference between channel
9 and 7 is greater than 18.5ns. No alignment corrections were applied.
of about 24 ns. These 24 ns were divided in 6 equidistant bins. In Fig. 5.12 the
resulting mean residuals as a function of the time are shown. In order to measure
a time dependence of the mean residuals, all data points have been tted with
a linear t. In none of the six cases a slope was found which was signicantly
larger than its error. Furthermore, the % -dependence of the mean residuals in
different time bins was analysed. In each layer a signicant, but not systematic,
% -dependence was found as can be seen in Fig. 5.13. This effect may be explained
with the misalignment of the detector. The mean residuals as a function of % are
different in each of the three analysed time slices, [74ns,76ns], [86ns,88ns] and
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[96ns,98ns] in channel 8. However, no systematic effect was found. Thus, it was
concluded that there is no measurable time dependence on the mean residuals in
real cosmic ray data.
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Fig. 5.12: Mean SCT residuals as a function of TDC time. Black: Sector 8, 9, 11
and 13 in layer 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Red: Sector 5, 5, 6 and 8 in layer 0, 1,
2 and 3, respectively. Green: All other modules. Left: Channel 8. Right: Channel
9.
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Fig. 5.13: Mean SCT residuals as a function of sector number for all four layers.
Black: Early particles in time of channel 8 between 74ns and 76ns. Red: Medium
timed particles in time of channel 8 between 86ns and 88ns. Green: Late particles
in time of channel 8 between 96ns and 98ns.
6. ATLAS SILICON DETECTOR ALIGNMENT SIMULATION
STUDIES
The alignment of all ATLAS silicon detectors is a very difcult challenge. History
has shown that it may take many years to measure the positions of silicon modules
in tracking detectors to a reasonable precision. It is thus crucial that the ATLAS
collaboration is well prepared to align their detector to a sufcient accuracy with
real data. As it is described in Section 1.2.2, one of the alignment requirements
is that the resolutions of the track parameters are not degraded by more than 20%
due to misalignments [60]. A good impact parameter resolution is important for
B physics and precise mass measurements depend on the correct determination of
the momentum scale. All these requirements need to be addressed and understood
before collecting collision data.
Alignment studies on simulated data samples are very useful to understand the
behaviour of alignment algorithms in well known environments. In the simplest
case only one single module is misaligned. The principle of the Robust Align-
ment was proven on such studies. More interesting, however, is to study scenarios
where all modules are randomly displaced. Furthermore, it is necessary to un-
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derstand the effect of systematic distortions to detector subsystems, such as the
individual SCT and PIXEL barrels or endcap disks. For this purpose, data sam-
ples were simulated with an as built geometry and a distorted magnetic eld.
The alignment studies presented in this chapter are part of the ATLAS Computing
System Commissioning (CSC) and Calibration Data Challenge (CDC).
6.1 CSC Alignment Challenge
The aim of the CSC alignment challenge is to prove that the track based ATLAS
alignment algorithms are able to determine the silicon module positions to suf-
cient precision. Furthermore, it is supposed to unveil the main weaknesses of the
current algorithms in order to direct their development in the nal year before real
data taking.
The detector geometry used for the simulation of CSC data samples is signi-
cantly distorted on three different levels [61]:

 On level 1, the transformations represent movements of the main sub-detectors
parts, such as the SCT barrel, the two SCT endcaps, the TRT barrel and the
two TRT endcaps. The PIXEL barrel and endcaps are moved together as a
whole unit. These distortions are applied in the global reference frame.

 On level 2, the transformations represent movements of the individual sil-
icon barrel layers, silicon endcap disks and TRT barrel modules. These
distortions are applied in the global reference frame.
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 On level 3, the transformations represent movements of the individual sil-
icon modules. These transforms are applied in the silicon module local
reference frames. In the case of the SCT, all four wafers in a module are
shifted together.
It is difcult to estimate how realistic the input parameters, which are shown in
Table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, are. In addition to using available survey data, it was
the general aim to be conservative and assume larger distortions than there are
expected for the real ATLAS tracking detector. The analysis of SR1 data (See
Chapter 5) gives a good estimate about the validity of this assumption. It was
shown (Fig. 5.9) that the relative SCT barrel rotations around the global Z axis
are only of the order 0.1 mrad. However, as can be seen in Table 6.2 the relative
differences between the SCT barrel layer rotations around that axis in the CSC
geometry are up to 1.9 mrad. Furthermore, according to the alignment constants
obtained with SR1 data, SCT barrel displacements in the local X direction have
an RMS between 62 and 78 ¨ (Table 5.1, Chapter 5). In the CSC geometry, the
Level 1 Transformations [mm, mrad]
System X Y Z Alpha Beta Gamma
Pixel detector +0.60 +1.05 +1.15 -0.10 +0.25 +0.65
SCT Barrel +0.70 +1.20 +1.30 +0.10 +0.05 +0.80
SCT Endcap A +2.10 -0.80 +1.80 -0.25 0 -0.50
SCT Endcap C -1.90 +2.00 -3.10 -0.10 +0.05 +0.40
Tab. 6.1: In the global coordinate system the transformations for the main sub-
detectors are given. Translations (X, Y and Z) are given in mm. Alpha, beta and
gamma are rotations in mrad around the X, Y and Z axis, respectively.
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Level 2 Transformations [mm, mrad]
System Layer X Y Z Alpha Beta Gamma
Pixel Barrel 0 +0.020 +0.010 0 0 0 +0.6
1 -0.030 +0.030 0 0 0 +0.5
2 -0.020 +0.030 0 0 0 +0.4
SCT Barrel 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.0
1 +0.050 +0.040 0 0 0 +0.9
2 +0.070 +0.080 0 0 0 +0.8
3 +0.100 +0.090 0 0 0 +0.7
SCT Endcap A 1 +0.050 +0.040 0 0 0 -0.1
2 +0.010 -0.080 0 0 0 0
3 -0.050 +0.020 0 0 0 +0.1
4 -0.080 +0.060 0 0 0 +0.2
5 +0.040 +0.040 0 0 0 +0.3
6 -0.050 +0.030 0 0 0 +0.4
7 -0.030 -0.020 0 0 0 +0.5
8 +0.060 +0.030 0 0 0 +0.6
9 +0.080 -0.050 0 0 0 +0.7
SCT Endcap C 1 +0.050 -0.050 0 0 0 +0.8
2 0 +0.080 0 0 0 0
3 +0.020 +0.010 0 0 0 +0.1
4 +0.040 -0.080 0 0 0 -0.8
5 0 +0.030 0 0 0 +0.3
6 +0.010 +0.030 0 0 0 -0.4
7 0 -0.060 0 0 0 +0.4
8 +0.030 +0.030 0 0 0 +0.6
9 +0.040 +0.050 0 0 0 -0.7
Tab. 6.2: In the global coordinate system the transformations for each layer of the
main sub-detectors are given. Translations (X, Y and Z) are given in mm. Alpha,
beta and gamma are rotations in mrad around the X, Y and Z axis, respectively.
silicon modules are randomly displaced according to a uniform distribution cen-
tered at zero with a width of Ł   sﬁ¨ for the translations in the module plane.
This corresponds to an RMS of 87 ¨ . Thus, the simulated SCT level 3 misalign-
ments are 10% to 40% larger than the ones of the actual SCT detector. It is safe
to conclude that, at least for the SCT, the geometry used for the CSC alignment
challenge has larger misalignments than are expected for the real silicon detector.
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Level 3 Transformations [mm, mrad]
System X Y Z Alpha Beta Gamma
Pixel Barrel modules 0.030 0.030 0.050 0.001 0.001 0.001
Pixel Endcap modules 0.030 0.030 0.050 0.001 0.001 0.001
SCT Barrel modules 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.001 0.001 0.001
SCT Endcap modules 0.100 0.100 0.150 0.001 0.001 0.001
Tab. 6.3: In the local coordinate system the average transformations for all mod-
ules are given. These values represent the half widths of at top-hat distributions.
Translations (X, Y and Z) are given in mm. Alpha, beta and gamma are rotations
in mrad around the X, Y and Z axis, respectively.
In addition to the misalignments, a modied magnetic eld and distorted material
were used in the simulation [61].
The dataset chosen for the rst alignment tests consists of 100k events with ten




with a & -range of ŁHc³² . All ten muons originate from a common
vertex which is, however, varying event by event. It is clear that this dataset is
unrealistic. However, it offers an excellent opportunity to study the behaviour of
the alignment algorithms on a very distorted geometry. Further studies with more
realistic samples, such as   yÅ § or minimum bias events, are planned [62].
6.2 Error Scaling
Generally, the errors provided by the silicon cluster formation do not include un-
certainties from misalignments and mis-calibrations. In a highly misaligned en-
vironment the tracking algorithms face difculties to nd most of the tracks if
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the errors are not inated sufciently. The ATLAS ofine software offers the
possibility to increase the errors according to estimates about the detector im-
perfections. In the following analyses error scaling was only applied where it is
explicitly stated. Tests showed that it clearly improves the track nding and tting
in the CSC as built geometry. Error scaling leads to wider hit residuals and a
higher track efciency. The higher track efciency is needed in misaligned envi-
ronments to have enough tracks to start the alignment with. The analysis of the
best parameterisation of the error scaling and the most realistic input parameters
is ongoing.
6.3 Level 3 Alignment
In principle, the alignment of simulated data offers the opportunity to directly
compare the calculated alignment constants with the input geometry. However,
numerous tests have shown that this comparison is generally less simple than it
seems. The reasons for that are purely geometrical. Relative misalignments are
calculated on the micron level. However, the dimensions of the whole detector
structure are of the order of metres. Already tiny global rotations and translations
lead to large apparent misalignments on the module level even if all modules are
perfectly aligned with respect to each other. From the physics and track based
alignment point of view perfect alignment means that the tracking performance is
not affected due to misalignments. However, in terms of module positions, per-
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fect alignment means that the calculated module positions are exactly the same
as the ones of the input geometry. These two denitions are separated by sys-
tematic global transformations which are difcult to determine. Tools have been
developed that attempt to transform one system into another in order to correct for
these effects [63]. However, the uncertainties on these transformations are signif-
icant compared to the alignment precision and the success of these tools has been
limited so far.
Nonetheless, comparing the exact module positions between the calculated
alignment constants and the input geometry is an extremely important exercise
in order to prove the validity of an alignment algorithm. In order to avoid large
global distortions which may dilute the comparison, this test was performed on
level 3 only. Thus, the level 1 and 2 misalignments given in Table 6.1 and
6.2, which describe collective shifts of various sub-structures, are assumed to be
known. Therefore, only the level 3 misalignments which represent random shifts
of the individual silicon modules were determined. After the transformation of
the calculated geometry into the centre-of-mass system of the input geometry the
difference between the module positions were analysed. In Fig. 6.1 an example
of the Robust Alignment performance for the local X alignment of SCT barrel
0 is shown. In the CSC geometry, this SCT barrel has random displacements
between Ł 150 ¨ . After Robust Alignment most of these displacements were
recovered. The remaining difference between the actual CSC geometry and the
Robust Alignment constants is on average about Hﬁ°¨ . This difference is caused
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x_PixSCT_2_BarrelEC_p0_Layer_p0_Eta_n6_Phi_0_Section_21
Entries  384
Mean    198.1
RMS     114.6
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Fig. 6.1: Alignment results for SCT barrel 0. Top: Alignment constants for CSC
geometry (black), CSC global misalignments (thick light grey) and Robust Align-
ment (thin grey). Middle: Difference between CSC geometry and Robust Align-
ment constants. Bottom: Difference between CSC geometry and Robust Align-
ment before (dashed) and after (dotted grey area) alignment.
by statistical effects, the distorted magnetic eld and remaining systematic global
distortions. Furthermore, after alignment the modules in the CSC geometry are
still randomly displaced in the local Z direction as only systematic radial shifts
can be recovered with the Robust Alignment algorithm (Section 2.2). If the mean
incidence angle of tracks hitting a module is not ´ﬂﬁ¹á , shifts in the local Z direction
are regarded as displacements in the local X and Y direction.
Other regions of the detector showed similar results to the SCT barrel 0. As
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can be seen in Fig. C.1 to C.16, the track efciencies and residual and overlap
residual distributions after alignment are almost as good as they are when using
the exact CSC geometry. This proves that the Robust Alignment algorithm is able
to recover local misalignments properly.
Although, no explicit systematic distortions are modeled into the level 3 mis-
alignments the momentum resolution is affected at that level. As can be seen in
Table 6.4, the Robust Alignment improves the momentum resolution signicantly
with the removal of the random misalignments. In all three geometry setups, the
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Tab. 6.4: Improvement of the momentum resolution for level 3 alignment. The
RMS and the mean of the difference between the reconstructed momentum and
the true MC is shown. The results are presented for positively (+) and negatively (-
) charged particles and for three different geometries: no level 3 alignment (level
1 and 2 are known), Robust Alignment of level 3 and the true CSC geometry
(perfectly aligned).
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6.4 Alignment of all Levels
At the start of LHC the level 1 and 2 misalignments will not be known. Therefore,
it is important to understand the Robust Alignment performance for the alignment
of all levels. It is clear, that the Robust Alignment algorithm is most powerful for
the alignment of relative module misalignments, i.e. level 3, as it uses overlap
residuals to correlate neighbouring modules. However, the studies presented in
this section showed that the Robust Alignment is also able to signicantly improve
the tracking performance if none of the global distortions are known.
Similar to the alignment on level 3, rst the random module misalignments
were removed with 20 iterations using error scaling. This procedure improves the
tracking efciency and track resolution signicantly. Already at this level some of
the global distortions are removed. In the CSC geometry, as it is also expected for
the real ATLAS detector, the endcaps do not have the same systematic distortions
as the barrels. Tracks which go through both parts of the detector are therefore
able to correct for some of the global weak modes. In order to test this hypothesis
ve iterations of Robust Alignment were performed once with all tracks and once
only with tracks in the barrel region ( & ¸   ³H ). A comparison of the momen-
tum resolutions for barrel tracks in both alignment scenarios showed that using
tracks from the whole detector leads to greater improvements in the reconstructed
momentum.
In a second step, part of the remaining global misalignments were removed.
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In the CSC geometry, the vertex distribution of the reconstructed tracks is not
centred around zero. This can be solved by shifting the whole PIXEL detector
accordingly (see Section 6.5). After this transformation, 10 more iterations of
the Robust Alignment were performed in order to correlate the SCT with the new
PIXEL position. These iterations were followed by the alignment of the whole
detector using the TRT momentum constraint. This software tool uses the TRT
in order to determine the momentum of the particles and rets the tracks in the
PIXEL and the SCT detector accordingly. The TRT provides on average 36 two-
dimensional measurement points with less than 0.170 mm resolution for charged
particle tracks. Therefore, the curvature of the tracks is well measured by the TRT.
As the position of the track is measured more precisely with the PIXEL and SCT,
only these two detectors were used to determine the remaining track parameters.
Unfortunately, due to the large systematic distortions and the misalignments of
the TRT on level 1 and 2 [61], most of the tracks get lost if the TRT momentum
constraint is used. Also, there are less hits on each track. Therefore, only part of
the detector elements get shifted in each iteration. In order to balance this effect,
every second iteration was performed without the TRT constraint. That way, the
modules move continuously in the right direction without leaving out certain parts
of the detector.
As can be seen in Table 6.5 the TRT momentum constraint improves the mo-
mentum measurement signicantly. Also, the resolutions of the other four track
parameters improve signicantly with this alignment method (Table 6.6). How-
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Tab. 6.5: Improvement of the momentum resolution for all levels alignment. The
RMS and the mean of the difference between the reconstructed momentum and
the true MC is shown. The results are presented for positively (+) and negatively
(-) charged particles and for three different geometries: full misalignment, Robust
Alignment and Robust Alignment including the TRT momentum constraint.
ever, the determined resolutions are much larger than the acceptable 20% increase
due to misalignment which is the nal goal. Part of the discrepancy may be ex-
plained with distortions of the magnetic eld which are not addressed in this study.
Also, the individual TRT barrel modules are misaligned on level 1 and 2 which
affects the TRT momentum measurement. As can be seen in Table 6.7, the mo-
mentum resolution of the TRT-only tracks with the misaligned TRT is similar to
the momentum resolution obtained for the full detector after alignment using the
TRT momentum constraint. However, as there are no systematic distortions built
into level 3 of the TRT CSC geometry, it is unclear whether the same improve-
ments may be obtained with collision data in the real ATLAS Inner Detector. Only
with a combination of all the solutions presented in Section 3.4 is it expected to be
able to achieve the goal of not degrading the track parameter resolutions by more
than 20%.
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Track Parameter Resolutions [RMS]
Parameter Full Misal. Aligned Perfect
"P# [ ¨ ], vÝ¸ Hﬁ

C 4653 99 57
"P# [ ¨ ], v~ Hﬁ

C 6960 103 29
%# [mrad], vÝ¸ Hﬁ

 23.8 1.9 1.0
%# [mrad], v~ Hﬁ

 38.4 1.8 0.4
'\# [mrad], vÝ¸ Hﬁ

C 5.8 1.5 0.9
'\# [mrad], v~ Hﬁ

C 6.3 1.1 0.4
=
# [ ¨ ], v ¸ Hﬁ

 6068 396 253
=
# [ ¨ ], v~ Hﬁ

 10650 590 223
Tab. 6.6: Track parameter resolutions for three geometries: full misalignment, Ro-
bust Alignment with TRT constraint and true CSC geometry (perfectly aligned).
"P# is measured with respect to the point (0,0,0).
For the PIXEL detector, the residual and overlap residual distributions obtained
with the alignment of all levels are of almost the same quality as the ones deter-
mined with the alignment of level 3 only. However, due to the remaining global
distortions the SCT residuals and overlap residuals are wider for the alignment of
all levels. The contribution from overlap residuals in the calculation of SCT align-
ment constants is relatively low as in this part of the detector not enough overlap
hits associated to a track are available. Therefore, it is expected that the overlap
residual distributions will improve further once the global distortions are removed
and more data can be used for the Inner Detector alignment. A summary of all
residual and overlap residual distributions is shown in Fig. C.1 to C.16.





Momentum Full Misal., TRT only Perfect, TRT only
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
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
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Tab. 6.7: Impact of the TRT misalignment on the momentum resolution: The
momentum resolution is shown for TRT-only tracks with full misalignment and
for the perfectly known geometry.
6.5 Using Vertex Fit
As can be seen in Table 6.1 the centre of mass of the PIXEL detector is signi-
cantly shifted with respect to the origin. This shift is clearly visible in the impact
parameter distribution. In order to correct for this global shift vertices have to be
tted and compared with the position of the beam. The tracks in the simulated data
samples used for the CSC alignment have their vertices centred around the global
coordinate (0,0,0). Therefore, it was enough in this case to measure the vertex
distributions and shift the PIXEL detector such that the nal vertex distributions
are also centred around the global coordinate (0,0,0). This procedure has been
applied after 20 iterations of full detector alignment. In Fig. 6.2 the improvement
of the "¹# distribution and its dependence on % can be seen. For the alignment of
the real ATLAS detector, the centre of the beam prole, which will be measured
with the start of the LHC, has to be used to dene the global origin of the detector.
It is controversial whether only the PIXEL detector, which has the most im-
pact on the vertex measurement, should be shifted, or the Inner Detector as a
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Fig. 6.2: Improvement of the impact parameter resolution with CSC alignment.
Top: "P# distributions. Bottom: "¹# vs. % . Left: Alignment not known. Right: After
Robust Alignment including vertex shift.
whole. With both methods improvements in the impact parameter resolution were
achieved. Shifting only the PIXEL detector, however, lead to the best results. The
Robust Alignment algorithm allows to perform both.
6.6 Statistical Uncertainty on CSC Constants
The statistical uncertainties on the CSC alignment constants in local X and Y can
be seen in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4, respectively. The dependence of the statistical
alignment uncertainty on the area in the detector, as is it described in Section 2.4,
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was indeed observed.
The uncertainties in local X are up to   ³H°¨ for the PIXEL endcap, ﬀ³s¨
for the PIXEL barrel, ﬀ@ﬁ¨ for the SCT endcap and  ts°¨ for the SCT barrel
detectors. The uncertainties in local Y are up to ﬀcts¨ for the PIXEL endcap,
 Ê¯
¨ for the PIXEL barrel, sﬁ@ﬁ¨ for the SCT endcap and ²ﬁ@ﬁ¨ for the
SCT barrel detectors. However, most of the modules have smaller statistical un-
certainties. Due to the variation in the illumination of the modules, barrel modules
with smaller layer numbers show generally a better alignment precision. Only the
modules with very large ring numbers, which are either at the limit of the de-
tector acceptance or in the region between the barrel and the endcap where the
performance of the track reconstruction is slightly inferior, have a reduced align-
ment precision. Furthermore, modules with smaller sector numbers have smaller
statistical uncertainties if there are enough overlap hits to increase the alignment
precision. As it is explained in Section 2.4, contributions from overlap hits in a
module with a larger sector number are affected by the correlations, and therefore
the uncertainties, from the detector elements between that module and the module
with sector 0 (see Section 2.3.4). This effect can be seen especially in the PIXEL
endcap disks where large overlaps are present.
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6.7 Measuring Deformations in the Radii of Detector Rings
As it is described in Section 2.3.4, the Robust Alignment allows to perform cor-
rections in the radii of the detector rings using overlap residuals. In the CSC
geometry, no systematic changes of the barrel radii were applied. Therefore, a
special geometry was generated where the radius of ring 0 in the PIXEL detector
was inated by sﬁ¨ . Measuring changes of ring radii is limited by statistics as
each overlap of the ring is required to be sufciently illuminated. The data sample
which was used for the CSC alignment just provides enough statistics to measure
the central PIXEL rings to a precision of approx. H¨ . After two iterations of
Robust Alignment the radius of the inated PIXEL ring was reduced to the design
value within the statistical uncertainty.
6.8 CPU Usage for CSC Alignment
The alignment of the CSC geometry was performed using distributed alignment
on 40 sub-samples of the 100k events with each 10 muons. Each iteration required
about 40 to 60 minutes to nish. More than 90% of the CPU is used for the
reconstruction. Using the TRT constraint doubled the CPU time per iteration. The
TRT constraint requires extra processes which determine the momentum inside
the TRT and perform the retting of the tracks. The CPU usage for the vertex
shift is negligible.
It is a requirement that the Robust Alignment algorithm is able to perform
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alignment within 24 hours. The analysis of the CSC alignment showed that, if a
sufcient sample of high-momentum muons and enough computers are available,
this requirement can be fullled even if there is no knowledge about the alignment.
However, with the start of the LHC the alignment procedure will be different. As
described in Section 1.2.2, the rst alignment constants will be produced with
minimum bias events before enough high-momentum muons become available.
Therefore, the iterations necessary for the Robust Alignment will be performed on
an increasing number of good tracks. With each day of data taking the alignment
constants improve and only a few iterations of Robust Alignment will be required
to get even more precise alignment constants. Thus, for a data sample which is
comparable to the one used for the CSC alignment, fewer iterations and therefore
fewer computers will be required to improve the alignment within 24 hours.
6.9 Outlook
The alignment of the CSC geometry showed that the Robust Alignment algorithm
is functioning properly. With the used data sample the statistical uncertainties on
the alignment constant calculations are relatively small compared to the system-
atic ones. The most important of the remaining challenges, which is the same
for all track based alignment algorithms, is to control the systematic distortions
which degrade the track parameter resolutions. The ATLAS Inner Detector align-
ment collaboration is aware of this challenge and is planning to develop and test
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the necessary software tools, which solve the remaining weak modes, until the
start of collision data taking. As it is shown in Section 6.4, the TRT momentum
constraint already proved to be useful, but it is only one of the many suggested
solutions. For the real ATLAS detector, a combination of all available momentum
constraints will be needed to achieve the ambitious goal to not degrade any of the
track parameter resolutions by more than 20%.
Additionally, more realistic data samples including minimum bias events, high-
ê
é muons from b-decays and muons from Z boson decays have to be used to redo
the CSC alignment. Further problems may arise which have to be solved before
the start of the LHC. Also the infrastructure for the alignment data stream which
is currently being developed has to be completed and tested.
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Fig. 6.4: The colours show the statistical alignment uncertainties in local Y for all
sub-detectors in microns.
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7. PARTON DISTRIBUTION UNCERTAINTIES IN
DRELL-YAN PROCESSES
One of the main goals of the LHC experiments is to search for new physics beyond
the Standard Model. Presently, there are many possible theories which might suc-
ceed it. The two main ones are Supersymmetry (SUSY) [64], introducing a new
symmetry between fermions and bosons, and Extra Dimensions (ED) [65], adding
at least two more dimensions to the four in space-time. For the discovery of new
physics it is very important to understand the predictions of the Standard Model.
At the beginning of LHC simple signatures such as the invariant mass of two
opposite-sign leptons will be studied rst. It is known that the dilepton channel
offers many possibilities for new physics searches such as, for example, searches
for the Randal-Sundrum graviton [66]. In the SM, these leptons will be mainly
produced in Drell-Yan processes and through Z production. SM predictions for
various dilepton distributions in these processes are, in addition to statistical and
experimental uncertainties, limited by uncertainties arising from higher-order cal-
culations in the pertubative approximation of the SM.
Furthermore, the sub-structure of the proton is not sufciently known. The
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QCD evolution of parton distribution functions (PDF) to large energies is deter-
mined through the DGLAP equations. However, the shapes of the input distribu-
tions at a certain energy scale are non-pertubative functions which are not calcu-
lable from theory. Therefore, these distributions have to be determined using real
data coming from deep inelastic scattering (DIS), in xed target experiments or
at HERA, or from proton-antiproton collisions at the Tevatron. Generally, these
functions describe the probability of nding a gluon or a quark with a certain
avour inside a proton. This quark or gluon carries a fraction 0 of the proton




















# is usually in the range of 1 to 2
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. The function P may
depend on one or more parameters and differs between the various groups, like
CTEQ, MRST and ZEUS, that determine the PDF sets (Figure 7.1). D
:
are the pa-
rameters which are determined through a çù5 t to experimental data. In this anal-
ysis mainly CTEQ PDF sets [67] are used. A detailed description of the particular
input data and used methodology can be found in Ref. [68]. Further PDF sets used
in this analysis are described in Ref. [69] (ZEUS) and Ref. [70] (MRST). Unfor-
tunately, due to experimental and theoretical limitations none of the groups has
been able yet to determine PDF sets to very high precision. The least well mea-
sured parton distribution is also the most important one at the LHC: The gluon
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5 . Right: A comparison between the CTEQ
uncertainties on that particular up-quark distribution and the MRST central value.
distribution, which is mainly determined from jet production measurements at
Tevatron and DIS at HERA, has an uncertainty of order 15% up to 0 ¥ ﬁ@ﬀ and
clearly dominates the valence and sea quark distributions for low values of x [68].
It is thus known that the PDF uncertainties are going to have a signicant affect
on physics analyses at LHC.
Every signicant deviation from SM predictions gives a hint to physics beyond
this widely accepted theory. However, it is crucial to understand their system-
atic uncertainties rst. This analysis presents NLO effects and especially PDF
uncertainties in high-mass Drell-Yan processes. The estimation of NLO effects
is necessary as most currently available data samples are based on LO calcula-
tions only. Furthermore, better calculations of PDF uncertainties have become
available recently. Both studies use well established reweighting techniques of
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the hard processes. The analyses contribute to the general understanding of SM
uncertainties which dene the magnitude of the deviations from SM predictions
which are required for new physics discovery.
7.1 Parton Distribution Uncertainties
Determining PDF uncertainties is very challenging, and subject of current re-
search. It is known that some of the experimental data samples used to deter-
mine PDF sets are not fully compatible with each other. Also, part of the input
data is not completely consistent with the theoretical framework. Some theorists,
like Alekhin [71], are selecting experimental data such that proper consistency is






of about one. However, the bias of
such selection is not fully understood. Most other groups, such as CTEQ, ZEUS
and MRST, use a wider set of experimental data together with more exible para-
metric forms for the PDF sets. However, inconsistent data inuences the quality
of the t. Also, correlated systematic uncertainties are frequently not Gaussian.
Thus, it is not possible to require
÷
ç
5 to be of the order of one for the PDF er-
ror band. With a suitable parameterisation of each correlated error source, CTEQ
denes the range of the ç 5 such that all used data sets match the PDF sets with a
condence level of 90%. This is equivalent to a
÷
çù5 of 100. MRST chose a value
of 50 which corresponds to a condence level of 68%.
Two different approaches are generally used for the çù5 minimisation and error
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estimation. The more conservative offset method xes the systematic uncertainty
parameters to zero for the minimal çV5 t, but varies these parameters to their min-
ima and maxima, respectively, for the error calculation. The Hessian method,
allows the systematic uncertainty parameters to vary during the minimisation pro-
cess. The errors on the resulting theoretical parameters are calculated using the
inverse of a single Hessian matrix expressing the variation of the çù5 with respect to
both theoretical and systematic offset parameters. In order to estimate the error on
the PDF set, the behaviour of the global çV5 in the neighborhood of the minimum
in the  -dimensional PDF parameter space has to be analysed.  is the num-
ber of free PDF parameters. It is chosen to be 20 for CTEQ and 15 for MRST.
By diagonalising the Hessian matrix,  eigenvectors are obtained. Each of the
eigenvectors produces two error sets, one in the positive and one in the negative
direction of the PDF parameter space along this eigenvector. Each set describes
the PDF uncertainty for a certain combination of measurements. For example the
CTEQ error sets 1 and 2 describe mainly the behaviour of the u-valance quark
whereas the error sets 3 and 4 contain mostly information about the d-valence and
sea-quark distributions. However, all of these error sets also contain a linear com-
bination of other measurements. In general it is not possible to assign a certain
error set to a certain parton distribution. A more detailed description can be found
in Ref. [72].
The estimation of a reasonable error is maybe the most controversial aspect in
the analysis of PDF sets. So far the different groups have neither been able to agree
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on a common set of parton distributions nor on a generally accepted error set.
Estimated errors published by CTEQ are more conservative than errors given by
MRST. Furthermore, the central values of ZEUS2005-ZJ and MRST2004NLO are
almost consistent with the errors around the central value of CTEQ61 (Fig. 7.1) in
the region of x between   ﬁ §

and   ﬁ §
r
(Fig. 7.2) which is relevant for this study.
Therefore, a sole analysis of uncertainties provided by CTEQ is considered to be
sufcient.




















































































Fig. 7.2: Distributions of initial partons in the simulated data sample of the anal-
ysed high-mass Drell-Yan processes: Downs, anti-downs, ups, anti-ups and glu-
ons. Bottom right:

distribution for this process.
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7.2 The Drell-Yan Processes
The Drell-Yan process shown in Fig. 7.3 is the production of a lepton pair through








In proton-proton collisions the range of partonic centre of mass energies varies
from almost zero to the proton-proton center of mass energy which is 14 TeV at
the LHC. In the leading order approximation of the SM the partonic cross-section























In this equation ø is the ne structure constant, 9  is the charge of the quark
Fig. 7.3: Drell-Yan process. Proton A with momentum v
r
carries a quark with
momentum fraction 0
r
which is annihilating with an antiquark with momentum
fraction 0
5
coming from proton B with momentum v
5
. The resulting photon 
with momentum ô decays to two leptons, £Å and £
§
.
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and « is the square of the partonic centre of mass energy which is related to the



















are the momentum fractions of the proton carried by the
individual parton. The overall colour factor   l
q
in Eq. 7.3 takes into account
that the colour of the quark has to match the colour of the antiquark in order to get
a colour-singlet nal state. For three colours three out of nine combinations are
valid. Hence, 
q
is equal to three.
In addition to the Drell-Yan process a lepton pair can be produced via the ex-
change of a Z boson of mass


with a decay width 

. The differential cross-


























































 is the Fermi constant1, ð the axial couplings2 and Ñ the vector coupling3. The Z
boson also interferes with the  which leads to a third term in addition to the cross-
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interferences with the  , are responsible for a forward-backward asymmetry in the
electron distribution which is discussed in more detail in Section 7.5. Historically,
the Drell-Yan process contained only the  exchange as the Z was unknown at the
time. Nowadays, however, both processes are often analysed together and referred
to as Drell-Yan processes.
It is possible that further quarks and gluons radiate from the colliding quarks
before or after their annihilation. Also, virtual gluons may be exchanged. These
processes have to be added to the above calculations. They correspond to next-to-
leading order corrections in pertubative QCD. Unfortunately, an all-orders calcu-
lation of the Drell-Yan cross section is not possible. However, it has been shown
that next-to-next-to-leading order corrections are relatively small, especially for
high masses where they are of the order of 1% [74]. It is generally assumed,
though not proven, that even higher orders are negligible.
7.3 Next-to-leading Order Monte Carlo
In perturbation theory, calculations get more precise the more orders are used. In
the past, most of the simulations of particle collisions have been performed on the
level of leading-order (LO), but next-to-leading-order (NLO) calculations have
become increasingly available. The analysed simulated data set had been gener-
ated with LO MC and a LO-PDF set. The uncertainty studies which are presented
in this analysis however, have been performed with NLO PDF sets. There is a
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signicant difference in PDF sets, and thus in the invariant mass distribution, de-
pending on whether the hard matrix elements that enter into the pertubative QCD
calculations are LO or NLO.
In order to be consistent and in order to take advantage of the newest calcu-
lations, k-factors describing the change in cross-section between LO and NLO
MC have been applied. The k-factors (Appendix E) used for this analysis have






ý@ý including the Z exchange in proton collisions at the leading
and next-to-leading order as a function of mass and dilepton rapidity4 Y. Various
PDF sets can be used with this code. The k-factors used in this analysis have a
granularity of 10 bins in Y and 10 bins in invariant mass

ý@ý
. As can be seen in
Fig. 7.4, NLO effects lead to a mass dependent increase in cross section of about
22 - 36%. Fig. 7.5 and 7.6 show the change of the & and Y distribution through
NLO effects.
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Fig. 7.4: Left: Four reweighted invariant mass distributions up to 1 TeV
for high-mass Drell-Yan dielectron nal states: CTEQ6ll (LO, solid black),
CTEQ61 (NLO, dashed-dotted black), MRST2004NLO (NLO, dotted green)
and ZEUS2005-ZJ (NLO, dashed red). For the NLO PDF sets the distribu-
tions have also been reweighted with analytical k-factors describing NLO Monte
Carlo. Right: The relative differences of the reweighted distributions com-
pared to the original one: CTEQ6ll (solid black), CTEQ61 (dashed-dotted black),
MRST2004NLO (dotted green) and ZEUS2005-ZJ (dashed red).
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Fig. 7.5: Left: Four reweighted & distributions for high-mass Drell-Yan dielectron
nal states: CTEQ6ll (LO, solid black), CTEQ61 (NLO, dashed-dotted black),
MRST2004NLO (NLO, dotted green) and ZEUS2005-ZJ (NLO, dashed red). For
the NLO PDF sets the distributions have also been reweighted with analytical
k-factors describing NLO Monte Carlo. Right: The relative differences of the
reweighted distributions compared to the original one: CTEQ6ll (solid black),
CTEQ61 (dashed-dotted black), MRST2004NLO (dotted green) and ZEUS2005-
ZJ (dashed red).
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Fig. 7.6: Left: Four reweighted Y distributions for high-mass Drell-Yan dielectron
nal states: CTEQ6ll (LO, solid black), CTEQ61 (NLO, dashed-dotted black),
MRST2004NLO (NLO, dotted green) and ZEUS2005-ZJ (NLO, dashed red). For
the NLO PDF sets the distributions have also been reweighted with analytical
k-factors describing NLO Monte Carlo. Right: The relative differences of the
reweighted distributions compared to the original one: CTEQ6ll (solid black),
CTEQ61 (dashed-dotted black), MRST2004NLO (dotted green) and ZEUS2005-
ZJ (dashed red).
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7.4 PDF Uncertainties on the Drell-Yan Cross Section
In addition to NLO effects, the precision of the Standard Model prediction for the
dileptonic cross-section at the LHC is limited by PDF uncertainties. The measured
cross-section föí for any given event with the momentum transfer

depends on
the parton distribution functions µ for parton ð and ¶ with avour µ£ ð Ñ , each car-





























The analysed data set is a collection of Drell-Yan dielectron nal states which
were simulated with the full response of the ATLAS detector and the requirement








In the rst year of data taking with the ATLAS detector, an integrated luminosity
of about 1 µ¶ §
r
is expected. In order to be consistent with other analyses which
show the discovery potential for new physics in the rst year, all distributions
in this chapter were normalised to that value. The simulated data sample was
generated with a LO PDF set, CTEQ6ll. The Monte Carlo (MC) generators for
the Drell-Yan processes were Herwig [77] and Jimmy [78]. Herwig is a MC
code for simulating hadron emission reactions, which include interfering gluons,
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and Jimmy is a generator of multiple parton scattering events in hadron-hadron,
photon-photon or photon-hadron events which is linked to Herwig.
Available computing power did not allow regeneration of the simulated data
samples with all 40 PDF error sets. Thus, it was necessary to reweight the anal-
ysed events generated with set vﬂÅ    according to set v\Å H . This is, however,
























































This method of reweighting is common for the analysis of PDF uncertainties and
was tested and used successfully for other processes [79]. The CTEQ error sets
[67] are only available at the level of next-to-leading order. Thus, the hard pro-
cesses generated with leading-order PDF sets were rst reweighted to the central
values of the next-to-leading order CTEQ61 PDF sets. The uncertainty on the
resulting distribution was then evaluated by reweighting the events to the 40 cor-
responding error sets provided by the CTEQ collaboration. The 20 pairs of error
sets are independent by construction. Thus, it is necessary to combine the relative
uncertainties quadratically. However, special care has to be taken with asymmetric









































































As can be seen in Fig. 7.7, the overall PDF uncertainty of the dileptonic cross
section up to an invariant mass of 1000 GeV is between 4 and 8%. In Fig. 7.8 it
can be seen that the PDF uncertainty for leptons in the central rapidity region is
signicantly higher than the uncertainty for larger & values. Here, & is given for
the individual leptons. Furthermore, it is interesting to analyse the rapidity dis-
tribution Y of the combined dilepton pair. The uncertainty in Y is, in addition to
its local maximum at the centre of the detector, also large at extreme values (Fig.
7.9). This is due to the fact that at least one quark needs to have a fairly large x in
order to create a dilepton pair in this region of the phase space. PDF sets are gen-
erally poorly constrained for large x above about 0.1 (Fig. 7.1). Furthermore, the
impact of different error eigenvectors was investigated. For low invariant masses
up to 400 GeV eigenvector 30, which is dominated by the gluon uncertainty, is the
most signicant one (Fig. 7.14). For higher masses eigenvectors 21 and 7 become
more important. These eigenvectors contain mainly contributions from the gluon






































Fig. 7.7: Left: Fourty-one reweighted invariant mass distributions up to 1 TeV
for high-mass Drell-Yan dielectron nal states. Right: Overall uncertainty on the
high-mass Drell-Yan distribution after quadratically adding all uncertainties.
and d-valence uncertainties, respectively.
7.5 Forward-backward asymmetry in ËÍÌ@ÎÐÏ ee
Historically, measurements of forward-backward charge asymmetries D 
þ
were
mainly performed at 9Å9
§
-collider experiments. First evidence for  -Z interfer-
ence came from the observation of a non-vanishing asymmetry at PETRA (DESY)
[81] and also at SLAC in elastic scattering experiments with polarised electrons
[82]. Furthermore, this type of asymmetry was studied in proton-antiproton col-
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Fig. 7.8: Left: Fourty-one reweighted & distributions for high-mass Drell-Yan
dielectron nal states. Right: Overall uncertainty on the lepton & distribution after
quadratically adding all uncertainties.
lisions at the Tevatron. It was for example crucial for Z’-studies [83]. In ex-
otics searches the magnitude of the forward-backward asymmetry in the cos( ' ( )-
distribution is generally used to measure spin-properties of new particles. It is
known that also at LHC these studies will be important for new physics searches
[84].
The scattering angle between the incoming quark and the negatively charged
lepton in the centre-of-mass fame of the dilepton pair is dened as ' ( . However,
since in proton-proton collisions the direction of the quark is not known a priori,







































Fig. 7.9: Left: Fourty-one reweighted Y distributions for high-mass Drell-Yan
dielectron nal states. Right: Overall uncertainty on the lepton Y distribution
after quadratically adding all uncertainties.
there is a two fold ambiguity in the measurement of '
(
. Due to the contributions
from valance quarks inside the protons, the dominant up and down quarks have
on average higher values of x than their corresponding anti-quarks. Therefore, a
diluted cos( '( )-distribution can be measured by assuming the quark direction to be
equal to that of the dilepton system. The larger the x, the larger the probability of
nding a quark rather than an anti-quark in a proton. Thus, the above assumption
is valid especially in events with large values of dilepton rapidity Y or with large
invariant masses, as in these events one of the quarks must have a large value of x.
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In the SM, Z/  interferences results in a non-zero forward-backward asym-
metry in the cos( ' ( )-distribution. There are two different methods to determine
the forward-backward asymmetry. Firstly, it can be measured with an maximum






















This methods is ideal for studies at Monte Carlo level. However, limits in the
acceptance of the detector lead to a signicant drop in the cos( ' ( )-distribution
around 1 and -1. As the acceptance function is not a priori known a more simple



























The statistical uncertainty on the D 
þ







































In the SM, the forward-backward asymmetry is zero for very low invariant masses
where the  dominates, negative around the Z mass and about 0.61 for large in-
variant masses. However, due to the dilution arising from the unknown quark
direction and due to detector effects, it is impossible to measure directly the theo-
retical values [84]. The dependence of the PDF uncertainties on these effects was
studied by analysing four different scenarios which are explained below.
Using the reweighting techniques as described in Section 7.4, the PDF uncer-
tainty on the cos( ' ( ) distribution was determined. In Fig. 7.12 and Fig. 7.13 (Fig.
7.10 and 7.11 show the corresponding NLO effects) it can be seen that neither
the real cos( '
(
)-distribution nor the diluted distribution show a signicant varia-
tion in their uncertainties over the whole range of phase space. In order to obtain
the PDF uncertainty on the forward-backward asymmetry measurement, Eq. 7.15
was applied to all fourty reweighted cos( '
(
)-distributions. The RMS of the result-
ing D 
þ
distribution gives the uncertainty on that measurement. This method was
applied to four distributions which all include detector effects:

 Non-diluted distribution which assumes the quark direction to be known
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 Diluted distribution in the full range of kinematics

 Diluted distribution requiring å ~   ts







In Table 7.1, the results for these four measurements are shown. The non-diluted
distribution (Fig. 7.12), which is not measurable, just shows the detector effects
on the asymmetry measurement. The asymmetry is about ﬁc   smaller than it is
expected from theory which is in accordance with similar studies presented in
Ref. [84]. As expected, the diluted distribution (Fig. 7.13) has a comparatively
small asymmetry. Due to kinematics, the asymmetry increases for large values of
Y or invariant mass. However, in these regions of phase space not much statistics












, even for large values of Y, than in the rest of the phase space. However,
in all four cases the PDF uncertainty on the forward-backward asymmetry is more
than one order smaller than the statistical uncertainty. Furthermore, measurements
performed with PDF sets from MRST and ZEUS showed only differences within
5 times the CTEQ uncertainty as can be seen in Table 7.2.
It can thus be safely concluded that the PDF uncertainty on the measurement of
the forward-backward asymmetry is negligible compared to statistical uncertain-
ties in the rst year of data taking. This conclusion conrms an observation made
in Ref. [84] which, however, did not analyse PDF uncertainties systematically.

























Non-diluted 0.4916 0.0004 0.0164
Diluted 0.1259 0.0015 0.0187






C 0.4690 0.0004 0.0607
Tab. 7.1: The mean value, the PDF and statistical uncertainty of the forward-
backward asymmetry measurement is shown for four different scenarios.
Forward-backward asymmetry










MRST2004NLO 0.4912 0.1229 0.1732 0.4680
ZEUS2005 ZJ 0.4927 0.1295 0.1865 0.4692
CTEQ6l 0.4912 0.1261 0.1776 0.4689
Tab. 7.2: Forward-backward asymmetry for MRST2004NLO, ZEUS2005 ZJ and
CTEQ6l.
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Fig. 7.10: Left: Four reweighted cos( 'P( ) distributions for high-mass Drell-Yan
dielectron nal states: CTEQ6ll (LO, solid black), CTEQ61 (NLO, dashed-dotted
black), MRST2004NLO (NLO, dotted green) and ZEUS2005-ZJ (NLO, dashed
red). For the NLO PDF sets the distributions have also been reweighted with ana-
lytical k-factors describing NLO Monte Carlo. Right: The relative differences of
the reweighted distributions compared to the original one: CTEQ6ll (solid black),
CTEQ61 (dashed-dotted black), MRST2004NLO (dotted green) and ZEUS2005-
ZJ (dashed red).














































Fig. 7.11: Left: Four reweighted diluted cos( 'P( ) distributions for high-mass Drell-
Yan dielectron nal states: CTEQ6ll (LO, solid black), CTEQ61 (NLO, dashed-
dotted black), MRST2004NLO (NLO, dotted green) and ZEUS2005-ZJ (NLO,
dashed red). For the NLO PDF sets the distributions have also been reweighted
with analytical k-factors describing NLO Monte Carlo. Right: The relative dif-
ferences of the reweighted distributions compared to the original one: CTEQ6ll
(solid black), CTEQ61 (dashed-dotted black), MRST2004NLO (dotted green) and
ZEUS2005-ZJ (dashed red).
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Fig. 7.12: Left: Fourty-one reweighted cos( '
(
) distributions for high-mass Drell-
Yan dielectron nal states. Right: Overall uncertainty on the cos( '
(
) distribution
after quadratically adding all uncertainties (Eq. 7.9 and 7.10). This distribution
assumes the knowledge of the quark direction and is thus not measurable.








































Fig. 7.13: Left: Fourty-one reweighted diluted cos( 'P( ) distributions for high-mass
Drell-Yan dielectron nal states. Right: Overall uncertainty on the diluted cos( '
(
)
distribution after quadratically adding all uncertainties (Eq. 7.9 and 7.10). This
distribution is measurable.
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Fig. 7.14: For the 20 free PDF parameters, uncertainties on the high-mass Drell-
Yan distribution are presented for each of the two corresponding error sets. For
example error set 1 and 2 belong to the rst PDF parameter.
8. CONCLUSIONS
The start of the Large Hadron Collider commences an exciting new period of
particle physics research. The ATLAS detector is ideally suited for the discovery
of new physics which has been predicted by various theories. At the beginning
of data taking the main focus will be on two aspects: The understanding of the
ATLAS detector performance and searches for new physics in simple signatures.
This thesis contributes to both.
Firstly, a robust track based alignment algorithm has been developed and im-
plemented into the ATLAS software framework. It was used to successfully align
the silicon modules in the Combined Test Beam setup. Furthermore, the algo-
rithm was applied in order to align part of the SCT silicon modules with tracks
from cosmic rays. The alignment constants that were produced can be used at the
start of LHC in order to reduce systematic distortions right from the beginning.
In addition, simulation studies were performed that prove that the Robust Align-
ment algorithm will be able to align all ATLAS silicon detectors. The precision
of the algorithm depends on the statistics used. It is expected that even with early
data a statistical uncertainty of the order of   ¨ in the precise coordinate may be
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achieved. However, it has been shown that systematic uncertainties dominate the
alignment process. The main challenge will be to control systematic distortions
which are weakly constrained by track based alignment algorithms.
Secondly, the parton distribution uncertainties for high-mass Drell-Yan pro-
cesses were estimated. The uncertainty on the invariant mass distribution is be-
tween 4% and 8%. The central & regions and the regions of large dilepton rapidi-
ties Y have the largest PDF uncertainties. The PDF uncertainty for the measure-
ment of the forward-backward asymmetry is negligible compared to the statistical
uncertainty on that measurement, at least for the rst years of data taking. NLO
contributions in the Monte Carlo simulation lead to 24% to 36% larger cross-
sections with the most signicant effects in the central & region.
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APPENDIX
A. ROBUST ALIGNMENT OPTIONS
tracktter Name of the track tter
updator Name of the updator tool
propagator Name of the propagator tool
extrapolator Name of the extrapolator tool
inputname Name of the input track collection
ROOToutput Write ROOT output
ReadDBPoolFile Read in alignment constants
WriteDBPoolFile Write out alignment constants
UseTrackCuts Use cuts on tracks
useCTB Align CTB setup with particular CTB algorithm
usePIXEL Align PIXEL detector in any setup
useSCT Align SCT detector in any setup
useLocalFrameResiduals Use residuals in each local frame of the SCT
strip
usePIXELLocalX Align PIXEL detector in local X direction
usePIXELLocalY Align PIXEL detector in local Y direction
usePIXELLocalZ Align PIXEL detector in local Z direction
useSCTLocalX Align SCT detector in local X direction
useSCTLocalY Align SCT detector in local Y direction
useSCTLocalZ Align SCT detector in local Z direction
locXPIXELResidualMax Use only PIXEL local X residuals smaller than
given value
localYPIXELResidualMax Use only PIXEL local Y residuals smaller than
given value
locXSCTResidualMax Use only SCT local X residuals smaller than
given value
locYSCTResidualMax Use only SCT local Y residuals smaller than
given value
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residualWeight Relative weight of residuals, only for useCTB
overlapResidualWeight Relative weight of overlap residuals, only for
useCTB
xShiftDamping Reduce applied correction in local X by a factor
of given value
yShiftDamping Reduce applied correction in local Y by a factor
of given value
zShiftDamping Reduce applied correction in local Z by a factor
of given value
minimumHitsPerModule Only consider modules with more hits than
given value for alignment
UnbiasedResiduals Use unbiased residuals
TrueUnbiasedResiduals Make both SCT strips unbiased simultaneously
removeEdgeChannels Remove edge channels for PIXEL and SCT
FilenameBasis File name basis for alignment constants le
IterationNumber Number of iteration
TextFileNameBasis Name basis of les for distributed alignment
TextFileWriteNumber Number of le for writing distributed alignment
information
TextFileReadStartNumber Start with this le when reading in
TextFileReadEndNumber End with this le when reading in
DoWriteTextFile Do write text le and set minimum hits per
module to zero
DoReadTextFiles Read in text les - Ignores all events, so one
event is enough
DoWriteConstantsTextFile Do write constants in standard text-le
ShiftVertex Shift the whole detector
VertexXShift Value for the shift in global X
VertexYShift Value for the shift in global Y
VertexZShift Value for the shift in global Z
NSigmaCut Cut on the acceptance for the ratio of calculated
shift to its uncertainty
B. ROBUST ALIGNMENT OUTPUT
The Residuals tree contains information about the hit residuals and their corre-
sponding modules.
Residuals/BEc Hit is in barrel (0) or endcap ( ŁH )
Residuals/DetType Hit is in PIXEL (1) or SCT (2)
Residuals/Layer Layer number of hit
Residuals/Ring Ring number of hit
Residuals/Sector Sector number of hit
Residuals/Side Side number of hit
Residuals/Z Global Z coordinate of hit
Residuals/Phi Global % coordinate of hit
Residuals/R Global R coordinate of hit
Residuals/LocalXRes Local X residual
Residuals/LocalYRes Local Y residual
Residuals/LocalXResE Error on local X residual
Residuals/LocalYResE Error on local Y residual
Residuals/Momentum Momentum of track associated to the hit
Residuals/PT v
é
of track associated to the hit
Residuals/Eta & of track associated to the hit
The Tracks tree contains information about all reconstructed tracks that have been
used for alignment.
Tracks/Momentum Momentum of reconstructed tracks
Tracks/Charge Charge of reconstructed tracks
Tracks/PT Transverse momentum of reconstructed tracks
Tracks/Eta & of reconstructed tracks
Tracks/D0 Impact parameter reconstructed tracks
Tracks/Z0 ®# reconstructed tracks
Tracks/Phi % reconstructed tracks
Tracks/Theta ' reconstructed tracks
Tracks/QOverP Charge over momentum reconstructed tracks
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The Shifts tree contains information about the actual shifts applied to the modules.
Shifts/ShiftsX Applied module shift in local X
Shifts/ShiftsY Applied module shift in local Y
Shifts/ShiftsZ Applied module shift in local Z
Shifts/BEc Barrel (0) or endcap ( ŁH ) shifted module
Shifts/DetType Shifted module is in PIXEL (1) or SCT (2)
Shifts/Layer Layer number of shifted module
Shifts/Ring Ring number of shifted module
Shifts/Sector Sector number of shifted module
Shifts/Side Side number of shifted module
The OverlapResiduals tree contains information about all overlap residuals and
their corresponding modules.
OverlapResiduals/OvBEc Overlap hit is in barrel (0) or endcap
( ŁH )
OverlapResiduals/OvDetType Overlap hit is in PIXEL (1) or SCT (2)
OverlapResiduals/OvLayer Layer number of overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/OvRing Ring number of overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/OvSector Sector number of overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/OvSide Side number of overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/OvZ Global Z coordinate of overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/OvPhi Global % coordinate of overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/OvR Global R coordinate of overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/Overlap Overlap type is local X (1) or local Y
(2)
Ov.Res./LocalYOverlapResidual Local X overlap residual
Ov.Res./LocalXOverlapResidual Local Y overlap residual
Ov.Res./OvMomentum Momentum of track associated to the
overlap hit
OverlapResiduals/OvPT v é of track associated to the overlap
hit
OverlapResiduals/OvEta & of track associated to the overlap hit
193
The Contributions tree contains information about the individual contributions
from residuals and overlap residuals. It can be used to calculate the overall uncer-
tainty on the module shifts.
Contributions/ContributionsLocalX Local X (Y) residual contribution to
the module shift
Contributions/ContributionsLocalXE Local X (Y) residual contribution to
the error on the module shift
Contr./ContributionsLocalXOverlap Local X overlap residual contribu-
tion to the module shift
Contr./ContributionsLocalXOverlapE Local X overlap residual contribu-
tion to the error on the module shift
Contr./ContributionsLocalYOverlap Local Y overlap residual contribu-
tion to the module shift
Contr./ContributionsLocalYOverlapE Local Y overlap residual contribu-
tion to the error on the module shift
Contr./ContributionsLocalXAllOverlap Contribution from local X overlap
residuals that form a ring
Contributions/BEc Barrel (0) or endcap ( ŁH ) shifted
module
Contributions/DetType Shifted module is in PIXEL (1) or
SCT (2)
Contributions/Layer Layer number of shifted module
Contributions/Ring Ring number of shifted module
Contributions/Sector Sector number of shifted module
Contributions/Side Side number of shifted module
Contributions/XY Shift in local X (1) or Y (2)
The Phi tree is a special tree used for the analysis of ganged PIXEL hits.
Phi/Phi0 Global % -coordinate for hit in PIXEL layer 0
Phi/Phi1 Global % -coordinate for hit in PIXEL layer 1
Phi/Phi2 Global % -coordinate for hit in PIXEL layer 2
Phi/Ganged Ganged (1) or normal (0) PIXEL hit
Phi/FitQuality Fit quality of track with hits in each PIXEL
layer
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C. FULL DETECTOR ALIGNMENT MONITORING
Entries  218781
Mean   9.68e-05
RMS    0.01007
All Levels Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]









Mean   6.089e-05
RMS    0.009124
L3 Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]











Mean   4.938e-05
RMS    0.006905
Perfect - Local X Residual [mm]







Fig. C.1: Biased PIXEL barrel local X residuals after CSC alignment on all levels
(left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels together
(grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green) and layer
2 (blue).
Entries  44993
Mean   0.0001478
RMS    0.01358
All Levels Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]










Mean   6.09e-05
RMS    0.01203
L3 Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]











Mean   -2.471e-05
RMS    0.01021
Perfect - Local X Residual [mm]











Fig. C.2: Biased PIXEL endcap local X residuals after CSC alignment on all
levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right).All endcap
disks together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1
(green) and layer 2 (blue).
196 C. Full Detector Alignment Monitoring
Entries  356131
Mean   -3.606e-05
RMS    0.02482
All Levels Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]








Mean   -6.899e-07
RMS    0.02142
L3 Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]










Mean   9.331e-06
RMS    0.01652
Perfect - Local X Residual [mm]











Fig. C.3: Biased SCT barrel local X residuals after CSC alignment on all levels
(left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels together
(grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green), layer 2
(blue) and layer 3 (yellow).
Entries  295202
Mean   -0.0001785
RMS    0.02542
All Levels Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]













Mean   4.541e-06
RMS    0.02253
L3 Aligned - Local X Residual [mm]








Mean   2.619e-05
RMS    0.01921
Perfect - Local X Residual [mm]







Fig. C.4: Biased SCT endcap local X residuals after CSC alignment on all levels
(left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All endcap disks
together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green),
layer 2 (blue), layer 3 (yellow), layer 4 (magenta), layer 5 (light blue), layer 6
(dark green), layer 7 (purple) and layer 8 (white).
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Entries  218781
Mean   -0.0001136
RMS    0.09384
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]









Mean   -3.095e-06
RMS    0.08902
L3 Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]










Mean   4.732e-05
RMS    0.08422
Perfect - Local Y Residual [mm]










Fig. C.5: Biased PIXEL barrel local Y residuals after CSC alignment on all levels
(left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels together
(grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green) and layer
2 (blue).
Entries  44993
Mean   -0.0007683
RMS    0.1033
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]











Mean   -0.0004412
RMS    0.1039
L3 Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]












Mean   -5.783e-05
RMS    0.1025
Perfect - Local Y Residual [mm]











Fig. C.6: Biased PIXEL endcap local Y residuals after CSC alignment on all
levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right).All endcap
disks together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1
(green) and layer 2 (blue).
198 C. Full Detector Alignment Monitoring
Entries  356131
Mean   0.0008369
RMS    0.7781
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]












Mean   0.0004591
RMS    0.7032
L3 Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]









Mean   0.08053
RMS    0.6674
Perfect - Local Y Residual [mm]








Fig. C.7: Biased SCT barrel local Y residuals after CSC alignment on all levels
(left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels together
(grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green), layer 2
(blue) and layer 3 (yellow).
Entries  295202
Mean   -0.0005771
RMS    0.8223
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]










Mean   0.004419
RMS    0.7875
L3 Aligned - Local Y Residual [mm]











Mean   0.00424
RMS    0.7756
Perfect - Local Y Residual [mm]











Fig. C.8: Biased SCT endcap local Y residuals after CSC alignment on all levels
(left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All endcap disks
together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green),
layer 2 (blue), layer 3 (yellow), layer 4 (magenta), layer 5 (light blue), layer 6
(dark green), layer 7 (purple) and layer 8 (white).
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Entries  8854
Mean   0.001205
RMS    0.02122
All Levels Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]












Mean   0.0001956
RMS    0.01954
L3 Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]









Mean   -0.0001196
RMS    0.01423
Perfect - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]













Fig. C.9: Biased PIXEL barrel local X overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels
together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green)
and layer 2 (blue).
Entries  3707
Mean   0.002652
RMS    0.02035
All Levels Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]










Mean   0.0006199
RMS    0.02047
L3 Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]











Mean   8.399e-05
RMS    0.01666
Perfect - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]











Fig. C.10: Biased PIXEL endcap local X overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right).All endcap
disks together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1
(green) and layer 2 (blue).
200 C. Full Detector Alignment Monitoring
Entries  10996
Mean   0.001976
RMS    0.05262
All Levels Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]











Mean   0.0018
RMS    0.04455
L3 Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]











Mean   -0.000348
RMS    0.02703
Perfect - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]








Fig. C.11: Biased SCT barrel local X overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels
together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green),
layer 2 (blue) and layer 3 (yellow).
Entries  2605
Mean   0.004145
RMS    0.05472
All Levels Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]












Mean   -0.001024
RMS    0.04339
L3 Aligned - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]








Mean   0.0006933
RMS    0.02946
Perfect - Local X Ov.Res. [mm]











Fig. C.12: Biased SCT endcap local X overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All endcap
disks together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1
(green), layer 2 (blue), layer 3 (yellow), layer 4 (magenta), layer 5 (light blue),
layer 6 (dark green), layer 7 (purple) and layer 8 (white).
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Entries  8854
Mean   -0.0004184
RMS    0.1522
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]










Mean   0.001901
RMS    0.1528
L3 Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]












Mean   0.00448
RMS    0.1442
Perfect - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]













Fig. C.13: Biased PIXEL barrel local Y overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels
together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green)
and layer 2 (blue).
Entries  3707
Mean   0.0001706
RMS    0.1593
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]








Mean   0.0015
RMS    0.1599
L3 Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]








Mean   0.001369
RMS    0.1602
Perfect - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]







Fig. C.14: Biased PIXEL endcap local Y overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right).All endcap
disks together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1
(green) and layer 2 (blue).
202 C. Full Detector Alignment Monitoring
Entries  10996
Mean   0.1406
RMS    0.9917
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]








Mean   0.08671
RMS    0.9503
L3 Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]













Mean   0.07861
RMS    0.9424
Perfect - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]













Fig. C.15: Biased SCT barrel local Y overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All barrels
together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1 (green),
layer 2 (blue) and layer 3 (yellow).
Entries  2605
Mean   0.01587
RMS     1.084
All Levels Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]








Mean   -0.04245
RMS     1.046
L3 Aligned - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]









Mean   -0.04783
RMS     1.048
Perfect - Local Y Ov.Res. [mm]








Fig. C.16: Biased SCT endcap local Y overlap residuals after CSC alignment on
all levels (left), on level 3 (middle) and with the true geometry (right). All endcap
disks together (grey) and the individual layers are shown: layer 0 (red), layer 1
(green), layer 2 (blue), layer 3 (yellow), layer 4 (magenta), layer 5 (light blue),
layer 6 (dark green), layer 7 (purple) and layer 8 (white).
D. RUNS COLLECTING SR1 COSMIC RAYS
The given set of cosmics runs was available for the SCT alignment. It consists of
about 400k events. The rst 200k events were used for Robust Alignment. The
full sample was used for monitoring. In addition to these runs there were noise
runs or runs with low statistics or major hardware failures which have not been
used for alignment purposes.
SR1 Runs
SCT at trim target thresholds or SCT thresholds set to 1fC
Run Number Number of Events Online Comments
2935 15679 SCT in expanded, any hit mode, with
thresholds set to trim targets. SCT timing
with 8ns ne TX delay.
2939 15127 SCT in expanded, any hit mode. Thresh-
olds set to trim target. Fine delay 8ns.
SCT module 20220170200954 (barrel 6,
row 10, module 4) HV was off for the rst
600 triggers
2986 7223 SCT using trim target thresholds PT ap-
plication failed after 100 events, due to
parameters in DB ... xed
2989 4528 SCT at trim target thresholds. SCT mod-
ule Japan 20220170200908 had HV off
for the rst 350 events Finished abnor-
mally: /tmp was lling up on SBCs
and other machines; moved log les to
/data/logs
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Run Number Number of Events Online Comments for SCT and TRT
2992 31897 Cosmics run (physics mode) at trim target
for SCT. 30k events. Finished ok.
2996 21297 Cosmics run with SCT at trim target and
TRT at 0.5%. Got to about 20K events,
then DAQ died. Last few events are prob-
ably garbage. TRT comments: Noticed
one TRT DTMROC that has low ef-
ciency; can’t seem to x it. Probably the
ROD not setting the edge correctly.
2997 56473 Thresholds to trim targets. Approx 56K
events Long run; noticed PT application
dies after sampling 8K events; SCT lost
half a module at end
3007 10045 SCT set to 1fC thresholds using new RC
ts
3013 16145 SCT set to trim target thresholds. PT
application crashed again, removed from
partition 20220040200111 HV and LV
tripped - around event 3800 - errors from
this module. At some point - ¿event
10000 - disabled this module in the ROD
formatter (so no more errors, but no data
either)
3023 2697 SCT thresholds at trim target Stopped af-
ter 3K events due to TRT BUSY (TRT
LV trip)
3024 12764 Trim thresholds. TRT LV keeps tripping
because of temperature alarms; set limits
5C higher
3026 3279 Trim thresholds. Crashed after 3K events
due to SCT ROS failure
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Run Number Number of Events Online Comments for SCT and TRT
3027 6623 Trim thresholds. TRT LV tripped after 6k
events. TRT: Increased temperature limits
for the rest of the channels; now all lines
are 5C higher
3028 25852 SCT at trim thresholds. module
20220040200079 lost HV at some
point before 01h32 (event 8130) recov-
ered. module 20220040200101 lost LV
and HV around 03h30. (event 25000)
Attempt to recover this module caused
ROS to crash, so end of run. About 25k
good events
3030 17078 Run at trim target. 17k good events before
ROS falls over
3031 10584 SCT at trim target. Terminated due to
SCT ROS failure
3033 14055 SCT Thresholds to trim targets. Four
modules had HV trip, corrected
from event 10100: 20220040200211
20220040200218 20220040200220
20220040200226 Terminated due to SCT
ROS failure
3039 17104 After DCSPP1 shield connected to ISSS
ground. Thresholds at trim target
3042 3189 SCT using 1fC thresholds
3055 4777 Ended with more TRT readout problems
at event 4624. TRT ROD failure - Prob-
lem seems to have returned after being
dormant for many weeks. Maybe caused
by crate power cycle. Last few hundred
events ( 200) may not be very good for
TRT
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Run Number Number of Events Online Comments for SCT and TRT
3057 4262 SCT using 3055 start run conguration at
1.0 fC. In retrospect, this probably was
not using the new response curve. AJB
Terminated due to TRT ROD failure. Last
few hundred events ( 200) may not be
very good for TRT
3080 10142 Standard SCT (1fC, new RC) + TRT Cos-
mic (0.5%) run with TDC/ADC
3098 51625 SCT + TRT cosmics with new SCT ROD
rmware. SCT Module 20220040200414
(B6 LMT10 Z-3) had a HV trip around
event 4300 for a while. Recovered with
HV on. Firmware evidently did not
work... got an SCT ROS buffer overow
from ROL 11 at event 51629
3099 32430 Standard settings. Ended with SCT ROS
failure again, on ROL 8
3100 4460 Standard settings (1fC). Ended cleanly.
Fig. D.1: Runs, collecting SR1 cosmic rays, which were available for the align-
ment are shown. The comments represent the entries from the SR1 online log-
book. Despite the failures stated all these runs were considered as usable for the
SCT alignment.
E. K-FACTORS
The concept of k-factors is generally used to reweight cross-sections according to
higher order calculations. There are various denitions of k-factors. Here, they








NLO PDFs are used for both MC LO and MC NLO calculations. The given k-
factors depend on the invariant mass of the dilepton pair and the rapidity å as it
is dened in Eq. 7.6.
MRST2004 - Y = 0.3
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.1: MRST k-factors for Y = 0.3 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
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MRST2004 - Y = 0.9
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.2: MRST k-factors for Y = 0.9 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
MRST2004 - Y = 1.5
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.3: MRST k-factors for Y = 1.5 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
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MRST2004 - Y = 2.1
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.4: MRST k-factors for Y = 2.1 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
MRST2004 - Y = 2.7
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.5: MRST k-factors for Y = 2.7 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
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CTEQ6.1M - Y = 0.3
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.6: CTEQ k-factors for Y = 0.3 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
CTEQ6.1M - Y = 0.9
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.7: CTEQ k-factors for Y = 0.9 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
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CTEQ6.1M - Y = 1.5
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.8: CTEQ k-factors for Y = 1.5 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
CTEQ6.1M - Y = 2.1
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.9: CTEQ k-factors for Y = 2.1 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000 TeV
in 10 bins.
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CTEQ6.1M - Y = 2.7
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation
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Tab. E.10: CTEQ k-factors for Y = 2.7 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000
TeV in 10 bins.
ZEUS - Y = 0.3
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.11: ZEUS k-factors for Y = 0.3 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000
TeV in 10 bins.
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ZEUS - Y = 0.9
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.12: ZEUS k-factors for Y = 0.9 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000
TeV in 10 bins.
ZEUS - Y = 1.5
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.13: ZEUS k-factors for Y = 1.5 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000
TeV in 10 bins.
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ZEUS - Y = 2.1
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.14: ZEUS k-factors for Y = 2.1 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000
TeV in 10 bins.
ZEUS - Y = 2.7
NLO PDFs used for both LO and NLO calculation











Tab. E.15: ZEUS k-factors for Y = 2.7 and a invariant mass range of 0 to 1000
TeV in 10 bins.
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